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Mulder

& Sons, Publishers.

F. St A.

tion.

_

“Gbowdwbt and N*ws" Steam Printing
Bouse. River Street, Holland, Mlch^

WETHORE,M.D.

J. D.

and
Burgeon, Specialist on

Superior is frozen solid
of Cnitt Lodob, No. miles from shore.

Office Hours
from 11

dee

until 9:00 a. m.;
m.

until 2 p. m.*, 6 until 10 p.

15, Eighth st. Holland, Mieh.

So-

THE MARKETS.
Wheat fl bushel .................
...........
Barley Scwt ................
Corn $1 bushel ..............J ......
Oats V bushel .....................
Clover seed V bushel ...............
Potatoes V bushel ................
Flour V barrel .....................
Cornmeal. bolted, » cwt ...........
Cornmeal, unbolted, fl cwt ........
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0
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bought him

3.

Mr. Blaine left his estate, valued at

a fine piano of G. Ranknns, of Coopers- •1,000,000, solely to his wife.

vine.

Gen. Beauregard, of Fort Sumter
Grand River Val- notoriety,is critically ill, of heart
hold their annual reunion at Grand disease.

The
ley

'

•

old settlersof

Rapids,

Feb

14.

Muskegon expecte to see a new O. &
The Allendalecornet band has been W. M. depot erected before Jan. 1st
The Pottawatomles that reside in engaged to play at the World’s Fair
next. It is to cost •15,000.
the vicinity of Hartford are to have
the coming summer.
•156,000divided among them by the
Gardner Avery of Jamestown haf
MaJ Hendershott, the drummer boy,
drawn as a juror for the next
government.
of the Rappahannock— at Lyceu term of the U. S. court at Grand
A special review of Crescent Tent Opera House, on Monday evening.
Rapids.
No. 682 K. O. T. M., will be held on
Representative
Hoyt
of
the
second
Algernon Sartoris,who married NelSaturday evening, Feb. 11. All memdistrict of Ottawa county has taken
lie Grant, died on Friday at Capri,
bers are requested te be present.
his family with him to Lansing.
Italy. His wife had not lived with the;
The members of the Are department
At Van der Veen’s hardware they reprobate for some years.
have petitioned the oommon council to
are having closing oat sales, and those
have their annual compensation inRemember the entertainment and
that go there save money. See new camp fire under the auspicesof the '
creased to twenty-five dollprs.There
adv.
Sons of Veterans,Wednesday evening,
is nothing unreasonable In the request.
The plate glass in the new Heroid- at Lyceum Opera House.
The I. O. G. R. (I own Grand RapKremers block was successfully placed Dan Rloe was 70 yean old last Satids) club will give the opening dancing
last week, and the front presents a
urday, less than half as old as the
party on Friday evening, Feb. 24, at
V jokes
JV* he used to crack and with which
Lyceum Opera House. Tickets •1.50. very fine appearance.
Harry Hubbard’s orchestra of Grand
R. Astra has sold his dray line to] the clowns of the sawdust ring still
date of the county convention.

•

0
&
0
Hay |1 ton ...........
0
Newspapers and Periodicals Honey ..............................1C 0
Butter ...............................0
Can be obtainedat reduced rates of Eggs ^ dosen .....................0
Pork ................................
the local agent in this city. Leave Wood, hard, dry » cord ............. 1 75 0
your orders for any publication in the Chickens, dressed, IbtH vo @ 5c).. 8 0
13 ly

immigrants arrived

;

NO.

Cashier Verschure has

are have named Tuesday, Feb. 21st as the

The call for the Republican county
conventionappears in another column.
It will be held next Tuesday.-

Buckwheat.

9,000

.<•

EW8.

cents.

4*The Democratic county committee

Moody, the great evangelist,will
conduct services at Chicago during the

DAVID BEBTSCH,W. M.
Bec’y.

Over

I

<r

11, 1893.

ichlgan last year.

World’s Fair.
K. O. T. M.
OreacentTent, No. 68. meeta in K. O. T. M.
Ludington will erect in the spring a
Hallat7:80p m., on Monday night next. All
Sir Knights are cordiallyinvit»d to attend.
•20,000 Methodist church and a #75,000
CheapestLife InsuranceOrder known. Full
particularsgiven on application.
summer resort hotel.
John J. Cappon,Commander.
W. A. Holley, R. K.

fiomeopathic Physician

EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT.

—

-

-

Bhkthin,

alwtlilDg made known on applica-

of

Luke

M.

Regular < •ommnnlcatlons
191, F. & A. At., Holland, Mich., will be held at
Masonic Hall, on theerenintfof Wedneaday,Jan.
Four of the F. & P. M. steamers
». March 1, March 29. April 20. May 21. Jane 20,
July 26, August 43, Sept, 20, Oct. 25, Nov. 22, Deo. fastiu the ice off Ludington.
20 : alio ou 8t. Johu’a Dar '-Jane 24 an t Deo 27.

Wux
BUM

Wheat 67

—

PtiblUhed every Saturday. Term flM per year,

/' wtihadiMCOUntofSOeenUtothose

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

CITY AND VICINITY.

SOCIETIES.

MS.

MICH.,

*

Notwithstanding the recent rains
and the settling of the snow by reason
thereof, there is still on the average
twenty Inches of snow in the woods.

The

citizens residing

on the

terri-

tory proposed to be added to the city,

feed ..........

Middlings fl cwt ....................
Bran $ cwt ......................

convene on Saturday morning, in
the brick school house south of the
will

city, to ......

.

,

-

use children.
Rupids will furnish the music.
BertZoet. It is hinted that a we
Our coal dealers report Holland as
ding will be next in order, as an auxil-j
Mrs. Pickett, widow of the ConfedMr. and Mrs. George Shaw enteron the verge of a coal famine. Unless
iary to this movement.
erate general who won lasting fame
tained a number of their friends at
4
the weather lets up. thereby enabling
progressive pedro, at their home on
The hotel In Grandville, one of the at Gettysburg,is in WashingtonenU. S. or Canada at the Post Office, with Beans fl bushel................100 0
the railroads to handle freight,the arEighth street,Tu^Say evening. The first frame buildings erected in Otta- deavoring to have her son appointed
ticle in a few days will be more than
prizes were awarded to G. A. Ranters wa county, was totally destroyed by as paymaster in the army.
C.
For Sale.
scarce.
and
Miss Decker. The party dispersed fire Wednesday morning.
List of letters advertisedfor the
Holland, Mich., May 6, 1891. 15tf
A handsome and nearly new cook
Friday, Feb. 17, at 1:15 p. m., the at ajate hour.
range, for coal or wood. Enquire at
Married at the M. E. parsonage in week ending Feb. 9, 1893, at the HolC. H Ilium's restaurant, River street. pupils of the high school will give pubDied at hyr home, in this city, on this city by Rev. II. S. Bargelt, on land, Mich., postofflee:Edward Barry,
lic rhetorical work in the high school
hjh stiv.t\Uofa stroke of paralysis, ’hursday, Feb. 9, Asher F. Cady and Frank Brown, 0. W. Estelle, Harry
room. These exercises will be followed
Lending Cigars.
Johnson, Maria Montrose,Roelofje
n Sunday morning, Mrs. S. De Groot, )IIss Lillie Bender, both of this city.
Attorneys.
The brst thing after dinner,
by q spelling match, between the high
Remmelte. »
Or any other m-'al.
he
deceased
leaves
a
i^ged 69 year^>ri
he heavy weight of snow on roofs
school and grammar room. All are
1b Pkbhink's famous Ten cnnt-smoVo.
fVEKEMA.G.J., Attorney at T aw.CoUectloi s
G. J. Van Duren, P. M.
husTTand
firm
two
tw<
married
children,
The world-renowned -Okkbn Skal.
U prompt y attended to. Office,over First
has caused leakage In many cases and
welcome.
both residing in this city. She was
State Bank.
The H. C. Ref. church on Ninth
Adrian Lamper, atone time a resi- buried from the H. C. Ref. church on damaged ceilings have been the result.
Bulk Oysters. 30 cents a quart.
street,
at a congregational
meeting on
oBRIDE, P. H.. Attorney R*'*! E-tate and
Awnings
and
cornices
also
have
had
a
C. Blom, Jr.
dent of Holland,but who removed to Ninth street, Wednesday, Rev. II. E.
lYi Insuraneo.03toe. Mobri le'a Block.
Wednesday evening, nominated the
hard
time
of
it.
ids former home at Kalamazoo shortly
Dosker officiating.
T>08T. J. C.. At torney ami Counsellor at Law.
Have you selected your overcoatfor
followingtrio, from which te elect a
after the big tire in ’71, died suddenly
JL Real Estate ano Collections. Office,Post’s tlie season? If not, call at
A strong wind and three fire alarms
pastor at an early day: Revs. C. Van
Block.
Mr. Van Landegend lias secured the relieved the monotony of a winter
at that city last week, aged 01 years,
Bosman Bug's.
Goor, Netherlands;J. Grocn, Zeeland;
leaving a widow (nec Reidsema) and contract of the Holland City State evening, on Friday of last week. In
Banks.
and A. Keyzer, Fillmore.
four children, of which two are mar- Bank to supply their new building each case it proved to be the burning
Il:iltiraereOysters.
THIRST STATE B \NK. Commercialand 8a vwith the necessary heating outfit. It out of a chimney.
The programs are out for the Third
In the City Bakery you will find
logs Dep’t. L Cappon.PresM«ut. I. Marallje, Cashier.^G<plUl Stock IV). 000.
fresh Oysters direct from Baltimore.
will
consist
of
a
Boynton
low
pressure
Annual
Conferenceof the Y. M. 0. A.
The several state conventions for
A Republican city convention, for
The first arrival to-day. Give him a
steam
heating
apparatus,
with
new
of
the
Grand
Rapids district, to be
TJOLUND CITY STATE BANK. Commercial trial.
the nomination of candidates for justhe election of delegatesto the next
and Savings )ep't. J. Van Patten, Pres..
--- -boilers,
twenty
-seven
radiators
and
all
held
In
Grand
Haven
Feb. 25, 26 and
tice of the supreme court and regents
C. Verschure, Cashier.Capital stock $50,000.
county convention,will be held at the
the
appurtenances
complete.
The
27.
For
particulars
apply
to Dr. J. A.
Children Cry for of the university, have been called as
News office, ou Monday evening. See
work is to be completed by the 5th of
Mabbs, corresponding member for HolBoots and Shoes.
follows:
call in another column.
Pitcher’s Castorla.
March.
land. Further details will be pubPopulists— Ionia, Feb. 7.
TJEROLD. E.. & CO.. Dealers In Boon and
Mrs. R. B. Best has bought of lished next week.
Prohibition—Lansing, Feb, 22.
11 Shoes, and rubber goods. Will occupy new The selection of Overcoats at BosAt the annual meeting of Eagle hose
atore soon
Messrs. Beach and Dlekema the 21
man Bro's is simply immense.
Republican— Detroit, Feb. 22.
Co. No. 1, held Feb. 7, the following
An intimatepersonalfriend of our
feet frontage on Eighth street, east of
Democratic— Detroit, Feb. 28.
Clothing.
officers were elected: Gunder Ander
colleague of the TiimM speaks of him
At Bosman Bro’s they are displayDr. Kremer’s drug store. She intends
The life-saving crews along Lakes son, foreman; David Blom, assistant
as one of the most wide awake and
D OSMAN BROTHERS.Men hant Tailorsand ing the largest assortment of Overto
build there in the spring.
13 Dealers in Beady Made. Gent's Famish- coats ever brought in the city.
Erie, Hufon and adjacents points will foreman! John C. Dyke, secretary;
forbearing young men in these parte.
ing Goods a Specialty.
A delegationof the I. O. O. F. of He will sit up all night to catch the
be ordered to hold themselves in read- Chas. Hensen, treasurer. In testimoChoice Groceries.
Dry Goods and Groceries.
iness to go to the Ohio and Mississippi ny of their appreciation of the faithful this city went to Ventura. Tuesday, 5:00 o’clock train In the morning, and
A full line of the choicest Groceries
rivers in case the floods threaten much services rendered in the past by their to attend the funeral or Ed. Brown, then retire smiling when Informedthat]
BRTSt’H. D.. Dealer In Dry Goods. F*noy and Family Supplies, at
Goods and Furnishing Goo is. Eighth Street.
damage.
There are fears that the treasurer John C. Dyke, the members the young man who was killed by a his train Is snow-bound.
Zalsman Bro’s.
great loss of life in the floods of 1883 presentedhim with a fine gold pen fallingtree at White Cloud.
IJOOT A KRAMER. Dealers in Dry Gjode. NoThe local assembly of the Knights
Backleu'sArnica Salve.
may be repeated from the break up and holder.
13 tlons, Groceries,Flonr, Feed, eic , Eighth
C. M. Steffens delivered an address
Street.
of
Labor in this city has received such
The Best Salve in the world for after the present protracted cold
Friday evening before the Y. V. S. C.
Tuesday afternoon a telegram was
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt snap.
an increase in its membership lately,
X7AN PUTTEN, G. A SONS, General D**ler«ln
E. of Overisel.The weather was
received from Rev. Washington GardV Dry Goode, GroceMee, Crockery. Hats, and Rheum, Fever Sore, Tetter, Chapped
that they had to make a change In
Cape, Floor. Produce, etc. Blver Street.
Hands, Chilblains Corns, and all skin
On Friday evening, Feb. 17, the ner, that he was stuck in a snow drift against him and his audience was not their place of meeting. They now
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles,
as large as it would have been otherDITTON BROS. Fashionable Dry Goode. Bta- or no pay required. It is guaranteed Band of Workers of the M. E. church between Kalamazoo and Allegan and
meet In the hall of the 8. of V., over
pie end Fancy . New store in City Hotel
to give perfect satisfaction,or money will hold a social In the country, at unable to fill bis appointmentin this
the post office. Over GO new membem
Bloek.
refunded. Price 25 cents per box. For the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Fair- city on the evening of that day. The
At a meeting of the stockholdersof Joined the order within the last three
sale by Heber Walsh “The Druggist.” banks. They will meet at the M. E.
date for his lecture, “The Struggle for the Coopersville AgriculturalAssocia- weeks.
Drugs and Medicines.
28- ly
parsonage at 7 o’clock p. m., from Chattanooga,”has now been fixed for tion, a board of directors was elected
TVOESBURO, J O.. Dealer In Drugs and ModlAll the railroad lines in Michigan
where they will leave in sleighs. The Monday, March 6. and all those hold- and J. B. Watson chosen president,
JLx clues, Pointa and OIU. Toilet Articles, Imported and Domestic Cigars. Eighth Street.
ride, including refreshments,15 cents. ing tickets will reserve them until W. G. Barnes secretary and N. Parker have agreed to make a rate of one
fare for the round trip to Detroit on
A cordial invitation is extended to the that time.
treasurer.
TXTAL8H, HKBER. Drnag'et and Pharmaclet; When Baby was sick, vre gave her Castorla.
Feb. 21-23, on account of the Republi
»V a fuM etock of good* appertaining to the
public to attend.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castorla.
bualneea.City Drug Store, Eighth Street.
The new furnituredealer John De can state convention, the Michigan
Aisleighing party of eighteen of the
When she became Miss, she clung to Castorla.
Notwithstanding the earnest efforts
younjf people of this city went to East Graaf is not to he outdone by any of club banquet, and the reception in
Furniture.
When she had Children, she gave them Castorla. and arguments of the members of the
SaugatucK Wednesday and spent his older competitors. He is as liberal Detroit to the governor, legislature
Reformed church at Zeeland, and the
'kE GRAAF, J., Dealer in Plain and upbol«t< rsocial evening at the resi- a dealer as he Is an advertiser, and and state officers. Tickets will be sold
YJ e-i Furniture. Give mo acall. RlvtrStreel.
inducements accompanyingthem,
dence of the Misses Feyen. A roy- those that have any doubt in this mat- Feb. 21 and 22, good returning Feb. 23.
Rev. II. E. Dosker, pastor of the
al supper was set out and a very pleas- ter, had better call in and try him on.
Hardware.
Itch on human and horses and all Third Ref. church of this city, anThe transfer of the drug store of the
ant time followed. On the return
Monday evening the friends and par- late Dr. W. Van Putten to Messrs.
T7AN OORT. J. B. General Hardware and animals cured in 30 minutes by Wool- nounced to his congregation on Sun- trip it is said one of the sleighs capV Htovea.Repairing promptlyattendedto. ford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never day morning that he had acceded to
ishioners of the Rev. H. S. Bargelt Vuupell and Kramer, mentioned in
Eighth Street.
fails. Sold by Heber Walsh, druggist
sized, spillingthe occupants into the
flocked to the M. E. parsonagein good- last week’s issue of the News, did not
Holland,
i2-Qm their universally expressed desire and snow. However, they were all home
ly numbers and surprised the pastor
Job Printing.
declined the call of his friends at Zeematerialize.However, the executor
in time for breakfast.
Holland Herring, Stock Fish, Mack- land:
with their presence and a substantial has disposed of the entire stock to Mr.
\T ANTERS, JOHN D.. Commercial end all eral and Smoked HaRibut, at
donation.The gathering was as social II. De Vries of Grand Rapids, who will
IV other Job Printing neatly executed In EnA. Van Moster, a Filmore farmer,
1
Notier & Verschure
gliah and Holland langnagea.Eighth Street.
Wednesday two little girls of &r
came to town with a dressed hog last as it was informal and enjoyed by all. take possession in a few days. Mr. De
Cleaning out sale of Cloaks, Shawls, and Mrs. Matt. Notier, aged U and 21- week and was about to dispose of it at
There is a general dread manifested Vries has had a wide experience in the
Manufactories,Shops, Etc.
Jackets and all kinds of winter stock years, while playing, got hold of a botone of our meat-markets when its ap- at the re-introduction of crinoline, or drug business, having been in the emNotier & Verschure.
tle with medicine and freely adminisIMjIEMAN.J., Wagon and Carriage Maunfacpearancearoused the suspicion of the hoop-skirt. In some of the state leg- ploy of A. De Krulf at Zeeland for a
r tory and Blacksmith aud Repair Shop.
tered it to each other. But for the
Dealer in AgriculturalImplements.River St.
dealer and he resolved to insert his islatures now in session facetious bills few years and later at Grand Rapids,
Low Rates for the G- A. R.
timely medical aid administered by
TJ UNTLEY, A., Practical Maohluist, Mill and
For the state encamgment at Ben- Drs. Kreraers and Yates, who were knife. In laying open the hind quar- were introduced against the threat- in one of the largest drug stores of the
XI Engine R-pairs a apodal ty. Shop on Sev- ton Harbor, March 7th, 8th and 9th,
ters it was found that the meat around ened innovation. A member of the
called in, the effects might have pro\y
enth Street, near River.
the C. & W. M. and D L. & N. Ry’s.
the bones was badly diseased, owing to Kentucky legislature went so far as to
“Sectionallines will never be enwill sell excursion tickets at one and en fatal. As itewak, both children
what was thought to have been a bro- make the manufacturing, sale, loan or
Meat Markets.
tirely obliterated,” said a southern
one-third lowest fare.
suffered considerable! aud went into
Tickets will be sold March 6th, 7th, spasms. At the plesekt writing how- ken leg. The farmer plead Ignorance, wearing of hoop-skirts a state’s prison “brigadier” at Washington, the other
I'VE KRAKER A DE KOSTKB, Dealersin all
1J klndsof Fresh and Salt M-ata. Market on and 8th, good to return March 10th.
and no prosecution was instituted.
offense.
ever they have nearly recovered.
day, “until the thoughts of the people
River Stre st.
Ask our agent for a circular of inThe next meeting of the North Otare diverted into new channels. Wei
The
Aniha
House
has
changed
formation. Geo. DeIIaven,
On Tuesday evening, Feb. 14, an enMiscellaneous.
tawa Teachers’ association will be hands, Robert A. Mlnlely retiring and will have the old animosities and jeal-<
General Passenger Agent.
tertainment will be given, entirely by
held at Berlin, on Saturday, Feb. 18. Martin Pierce succeeding.The house, ousies and bitterness growing out of
IT EPPEL, T., Dealer In Wood and Coal, lath.
home talent, entitled “The Temple of
JV shingles, salt, land and calcined planter.
Lost
The program is as follows:
which has always had a good patron- the civil war with us as long as the
Corner Eight and Cedar Streets.
Fame.” Admission 25 and 85 cents. 1. Music.
A. watch and chain, between W.
age, is being thoroughly overhauled country remains as it is. The annexThe following characters will be repre- 2. Devotional Exwcli-*.
r\RA
RANDALL, 8. B.. Dealer in Fancy Notions, Swift’s store on Eighth street and
8. RiaAIngof Minuter
and renovated, and under its present ation of Canada would do more to
Departmentand Baaaar Goods and Tinware. John Plaggeman’s. Finder will please sented: Goddess and pages, Queen
4. 8t»*ele'e Popular Phjr*ic« (5th montb'a
Eolith
• Street.
new management will no doubt con- make the people of the South to forget
leave same at the News office and re- Elizabeth, Harriet Newell, Rosa Bonwork.)-OoraM. Ooodenov.
6. how to teach fractio n to heglanerr-Marceive
2 2w
tinue to receive its share of the trade. their wounds than a century of slow
t*n Golden. DiMUMlon -Hattie Wright.
heur, Mary Queen of Scotts, Flora McPainter*.
6. Soleet Reading— Lillie Ballard.
Mr. Miniely has secured a very remu- healing time.” Well, then let ’er heal
Donald, Bridget O’Flannigan, Isabella 7. Schoolmaster in Literature. (Third month V
Hotter aod Eggs.
nerative railroad position in Mexico, slowly.
TAB MAAT, R.. Honae, Carriage, and Sign
__
work
l—
Colon
O.
LiUla.
At Painting,pl&lq and ornamentalpaper bang- A choice articleand always fresh at Queen of Spain, Martha Washington,
Recitation—Llbhic
4e MaxfWd.
whither he will depart with his famiThe
attorney
general
announces that
ing^ Shop at rMldenoe, on hevebth 8t., near B
Francis Willard, Ruth, Josiah Allen's 9. Second Grade Beadlog-Dora Robinaon
Zalsman Bros.
ly in a few days.
Dlaouaslon-G.May Goodanow.
for the spring election,tickets bearing
wife, Hypatia, Florence Nightingale
Rev
Next Tuesday, the 14th, is St. Val- the names of the candidates for the
and attendantsoldiers, Nellie Bly,
Messrs. J. & A. Van Putten have
Physicians.
New Spring Dress Goods arriving Jennie Lind, Harriet Beecher Stowe, suspended for the time being their entine’s day. The day derived its supreme Justice,regents of the uniTTREMERS, H., Physielan and Bargeon. Resi- daily
D. Bbrtsch. accompanied by Topsy, Xantippe, lumbering operations on the Kalama- name from Valentinus, a bishop-pres- versity,circuit Judge and county comIV dence on Twelfthstreet, cornet of Market,
Office at drag atore, Eighth Street.
Harriet Hosner, Mother and two chil- zoo river. They have about one mill- byter, who had been beheaded In missioners of school, must be printed
Fresh Confectionary,
dren, Annie Louise Carey, Joan of ion feet of logs banked along the Rome in the reign of the Emperor under the supervisionof the county
Saloons.
Fruits, aod Oysters, always on hand,
election commissioners,while separate
Arc, Barbara Fritche, Tabitha Prim- shores of that stream, and biit for the Claudius, A. D. 270, and who was early
T)LOM. C., Rlv^r Street Liquors, Wine and
C. Blom-Jk
D Beer. Bottling Works next door. Orders
tickets, on which shall appear the
rose, Miriam and her maids, Jeptha’s extra depth of snow they might have canonized. The custom of sending
promptlydelivered.
names of candidates for city, village
valentines
arose,
.according
-to
some
daughter, Helen of Troy, Mother continued for a vrblle, adding to that
Children Cry for Goose, Mrs. Factingtoh with her son amount These logs will all be rafted authorities, from a desire to commem- or township officers, must he printed
Watches and Jewelry.
Ike, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Poca- and floateddown to their saw mill at orate the loving and charite^ffim under the direction of the city, village
UBBWAN. 0., A SON, Watebmakwv and Jaw- Pitcher’s Castorla.
13 •Im.aadDeaUistaBilmwira.B« pairing
hontas, Christine Nillson, Sappho, New Richmond, cut into bolts for sitlottof St. Valentine: Others again or township commissioners,provided
promptlyaxaentad.Cor. Rim ami Market BU.
Rev. E. H. Inman Baptist Clergy- Gail Hamilton, Grace Darling, chorus staves, heading and butter tubs, and derive this custom from the early sup- for under the statute. Separate bal-.
man at Ceotrevllle Mich, says he has
of eight children crown bearer, then carried either by rail or water to ! pogitlop that birds choose their mates lot boxes for the two classes of ticketa
For a real- fine cup of coffee, try No- never found an equal to, 4'Adi^onda,,,
must be provided.
their factory in this
1 on that day.
guards, etc.'
Wheelers heart and Nerve Core.
tier & Verschure’s 80 cent coffee.

Pe Keyzer,

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
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Probate Order.
fhebe>
lutes the
rthaOooa*
of the room were desertiof
party
had
all gathered
SWe son of Ohio, Tom
____
Jjjjy
were llsteniug to him.
Sis sadden death:
B. GOODMCHTjSS1 Ot
Men
were
down
on
their
knees
to
get
Different kinds of Bread:
Tom Corwin was Indeed a wonderful
to
hear
him
and
let those behind them
fcnan and a wonderful orator. He was
White - Vienna, Cream, In the field of oratory what Joseph see p?er their heads. This was the
Gtoharri,
case
with
Garfield
and
Schenck,
and
Jefferson is upon the stage. He was
Boston
later
In
the
evening
I
remember
that
Use best story teller 1 have ever
Ben
Wade
stood
just
behind
Garfield.
known, and his power as a speaker
Choice Cakes
Cookies,
Was such that I have heard him make Corwin had recentlyreturned from ^Thwopon U* uT Ori^d!1 TOM* Sitard«y, the
Pie
of
various
kinds,
Conthe same speech over and over again, Mexico, where he had been minister,
mghUaUh day of Ftbniary next,
fectionery, Nuts.
(and it seemed each time fresher and and in response to questions he talked it 11 o’okiek Id the forenoon, be Mefened for
the haarlnf of eeid petition,an t that the hi en
Snore interesting than before. I have for an hour or more about the country
‘ said deceased aad aU other pereone Inn aaldeetate,
eald i
in
are required to appear at
heard Jefferson many times in the while these people hung on his every __________
of said
1 Court, then to beholden at the
word.
In
poetic
language
he
described
ProbateOffloela the City of Grand Haeeo. in
Same play and.he is always fresh and
laid county, aad ehoa oanee,tf any there be,
hew. 1 could see him a hundred times the beauties of the Mexican country, why the prayer of thei
bould not bn
That eald
In the same part and hot tire me. It and he gave glowing pictures of the
interested
sssuis:
of —
eald
— ^.mu,
petition
Waa the same with Tom Corwin. He beauties and graces of the senoritas. tn eald eetate, of the pendeo*,
and the beariew thereofby caaeioR a copy of thU
Was an actor as well as an orator. He He curdled our blood with his tales of order to> be pubUabed in the HOLLAXb City Fruit of every description:
a newepaper printed and circulatedin
had the most wonderful facial power the brigands, and he kept the crowd Mnwa,
eald county of Ottawa for three ancoeesive weeki
cfaay manlhave ever met. By the laughingmost of the time, and once urevioue to eaid day of hearing.
(A trne copy, Attoet,)
kpere movement of his features, with- or twice moved their tears. When he
JOHN V. B. GOODRICH.
was
in
the
middle
of
his
jesting
Ben
Judge of Pi ©bate.
uttering a word, he could throw
Wade,
who
had
been
listening
intentfca andience into tears, or convulse "aue, wuu uuu uwu iwueumg
Probate
ly and
and now
now and
and then
then bursting
bursting into
into a
them with laughter. He could 1ml- ly
mtorigan
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To Build?

FURNITURE
GAN BE FOUND AT THIS
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county or Ottawa.
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JamesHuit)y,Pri)pBest assorted lumber-yard in
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•earth

who could move his ears and

bis nose at the same time or separate-

§
W‘

m
i

ly

afc

will while

keeping the

rest of his

pPrjaent,

idea?”

features in repose.

JOHN

Y. B. GOODRICH, Jadfaot

the

If so, call at

ESTAB ISHMENT. ffitna Plmlng Hill,

Our increasing trade has
Pears,
Cranberries,
At a eearioo ot Ihe
the Goancaused us to make especial
of Ottawa, holden at tbe Prooata Offloe, in the
“They say, Corwin, those Mexicans (Xty of Grand Haven. In eald county, on Tbnn
Dates, Figs, effort to increase our variety.
want to be annexed to the United dwr. the Nineteenth day of January, in the year
one thoosAn'lriRtat knndred and ninety.thrae, Canned Goods and Sweet
States. What do you think of .that

tate any one, and I have heard it said hoarse laugh after all the others
of him that he was the only man on through, suddenly hsked:

Hick) 211 gntt flirt St

Do You Intend

lemons,
Bannanas,

Order

LIMBS
Cnwiibi

Oranges,

1-ftw

-TOH-

17-ly

Cigars and Tobac- HIGH
co a Specialty.

IMMT

city. Lumber

the

of all

kinds and grades.

Recognizing that the taste of

Potatoes.

thi matter of the eetate of Nleaje Vaoden
Boeoh. deeeaeed
la

the Public demands artistic
Corwin’s face changed from gay to
Everything First-Class.
Speaking of his powers of imitation
grave, his eyes became serious, and
It remember one speech which I heard
designs as well as good workthe eetate of Nleejo Van dea Boeeh, deeeaeed.
him make during the great campaign every one bent forward to hear what praylnf for the examinationand allowanceof
me find account, that ha may be dlaebarged
manship we have purchased
In which Zach Taylor was elected, and he might say. He raised bis band and fsom his trust, have his bond cancelled,and e&id
attempted
to
speak.
His
lips
moved,
I n this speech he imitated Zach Tayfrom the leading factories
reapon it is Ordered, That Saturday, the
lor, Martin Van Buren and Lewis but no words came, though his band
Eighteenth day of February next,
the best and most complete
Cass. At the start he spoke of the still moved in gesture. Then it was at eleven o’clock In tbe forenoon,be assigned for
the bearing of eald petition, and that the heirs
tjiree by name, but as he went on he seen that something was the matter
at law of eald deceased, and all other persona Inassortment of Furniture ever
" In eald estate, are required to appear at
dropped the names and by the mere and we moved back to give him air.
Imitation of the voices and actions of He raised himself suddenly from his Probate Offloadsth«01ty*o?Grtnd^Have^Mn
exhibited in Holland.
county, and show cause, If any there be,
of
the men, and by throwing into his seat, reached forward his hands and eald
why the prayer of the petitionershould not be
anted; And It Is farther Ordered,That said
Voice and gesturestheir well known fell into the arms of his friends. We
ititionergave notice to the parsonsInteracted
characteristics, he gave his ideas of carried him into the next room and
aid estate, of the pendency of eald petition,
laid
him
upon
a
bed,
and
he
never
and
the hearingthereof by cansingaoopy of
them. When he spoke of Van Buren
this order to be published In the Holland City
spoke
again.
He
had
been
struck
News, a newspsper printed and circulatedin said
kis voice became oily and he appeared
with paralysisand that night he died. county of Ottawa for three Bnocesslve weeks Special altention is called to new
tobe the gentlemanly diplomatic pol- He was a great man and we all loved previous to said day of hearing.
Gasoline Stoves.
(A true copy, Attest.)
itician. He made the first index du- him and admired him.
JOHN V. B. GOOOHICH.
1-3
Jndneof Probat<‘.
ller of his right baud go up and down
"Aurora"
NOTIONS ABOUT KISSING.
through the air, illustrating the galProbate
Order.
Practice Unknown to Many Tribee la
loping of a fox, and without mentionAurora."
the Far North and South.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, 88.
ing Van Buren’s name that fox-like
This last is the latest and most imCOUNTY OP OTTAWA.
The word “kiss” is Anglo-Saxonand
statesman was apparent to all. When may, indeed, be taken as an instance of
proved Gasoline Stove in
At a sosoionof the Probate Court for the Counthe market.
qpeaking of Taylor he put on the fierce how pleasant Anglo-Saxoncan be. The ty of Ottawa, holden at tbe Probate Office, in tbe
City nf Grand H«ven, In said oon.ity,on Saturfeatures and bluff tones of old Zach, philologistassures us that it is allied to day, tbe Twenty-firstday of January, in the year
Also a full line of Oil Stoves.
eight hundred and ninety-three.
had when he referred to Lewis Cass the Gothic "kustus,”a proof, or test, onePrthousand
sent, JOIN V. B. GOODRICH. Julge ol
his appearance brought out the Whig and to the Latin “gustus,” a taste, Probate.
which suggests the old saying that “the In tbe mattar of tbe estateof Hendrik Van de
idea of him as a money lending, graspBunto, deceased.
proof of the pudding is in the preein’ On r.-adtng and filing the potitinnduly verified
ing politician. About this time there
o’t” That same Gothic kustus cornea of H?ram Van de Buute, administratorof said eshad been a “campaign story” pub- from the verb kiusan, to choose, from tate, praying for tbe lioeusn of this court t> sell
certiunlands of said d-.cflas»d, in said petition
lished concerning Cass which stated which the Boston Globe would imagine described
wd, for the purpose of pay!log the d**bts The celebrated Paints of Heath & Mland
dieitrlbuting the estateto the ncirs at law ot
hgan are kept on hand, in all
that while be was ch il governorof the that among the Goths kiss|ng went by
said deceased
shades and colors.
favor.
According
to
Prof.
Skeat,
writThereupon it le Orderel. That Saturday, the
Northwest Territory he had taken a
ing
with
all
the
austerity
and
scholar^
Eighteenth
day
of February, next,
jpoor woman’s cow because she could
ship of an expert, a kiss is “a gust, a at nine o’clock in the foreaoon, be assigned for
hot pay her taxes. Corwin brought
the heading ot sild petition, and that the heirs at
taste, a something choice.” Rowena,
I
hat the idea by making his band move the beautiful daughterof Saxon Hen- law of said deceased,and all other persona interectek In said estate are required to appear at a
A
new
substance for floor painting.
tnand out like the running of a cow, gist, is credited with having intro- sessionof said Court, then to be holden at the
Dries bone-hard in one night, is
Offloe, in the Oity of Grand Haven, in
hnd when he spoke of Cass his face duced kissing into England, but It Probata
•aid oonety, and ebow cause if any there be, why
free from tack, and durable.
was the personification of that of the seems as if that, had the natives been the prayerof the petitionersbonld not be grant
ed: And Ills further Ordered. That said petiJ. B,
so utterly unenlightened, the Romans tioner glva notice to tbe persons Interested in
Ideal Shylock.
Holland, Mich., March 24, 1892.
could scarcely have failed to anticipate said estate, of tbs pendency of said petition, and
Corwin was one of the most wonder- her. The Romans had really a delight- the bearing thereofby causing a copy of this nr.
der to be pnbdshed in the Bolund City News,
ful talkers I have ever met. He was ful word for a kiss— osculum, which a newspaper printedand drenlsted in said counthe center of every crowd he entered, came from os, the mouth, and meant a ty of Ottawa for three snooeasiveweeks previous
to said day of bearing. I |
tnd if he were with us today he would little mouth, a sweet mouth. “Give (A trne copy.
*
JOHN V. B. GOODRICH.
me
a sweet little mouth” would be the
monopolize the conversationand
1
Judge of Probate.
phrase used wjien a good little Roman
Would talk for hours. We would be
boy asked his mother for a kiss. Our
Clad to listen to him, and it was so English word occurs pretty nearly In
Probate Order.
everywhereeven to the time of his its present form in Anglo-Saxon, Dutch, STATE OF MICHIGAN, ) .
Heath.
Icelandic, Danish, Swedish and Ger- COUNTY OF OTTAWA. f
man.
And this is worthy of note, be- At a session of the Probate Court for the
Sets.
1 was present at his death, and I
cause, natural as kissing may seem to County of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Offloe,
in the City of Orend Haven. In said oonuty ,ou FriMali never forget it. It happened in
be, it is a practice unknown to the day, the Twenty eeventh day of Jannary. In tbe
Washington in December, 1865, at a Australians,to the Maoris of New y or one tbonsand eight hundred and ninety three.
Tables.
Present,JOHN V.B. GOODRICH, Judge ol Pro^reception which an Ohio friend gave Zealand, the Papuans of New Guinea,
be te.
to the leading Ohio men at Washing- the people of Tabbati, the negroes of
In the matter of the estate of Jan Van Dyk,
ton. His rooms were comparatively Central and South Africa, the Boto- deeeaeed.
On reading and filingthe petition, dnly verified,
fcmall, and it was known that the as- cudos of Brazil,the savages of Terra of Jan Van Dyk, Jr., son and heir at law of said
representingthat Jan Van Dyk. late
semblage would be large. We knew del Fuego, Laplanders and the Esqui- deceased,
maux. Most of these benighted mortals of the township of Holland, in said county, re(BHICK-SKT OR PORTABLE FORM.)
there would be no chairs. Corwin was have got beyond the low stage of cently died intestate leavingestateto be administered and prayingfor the appointment of
toot well and he could not stand for rubbing noses together.Kissing points Teunis Van Dyk of the township of Holland as
the administrator
CTD «**
tony time, and he told me before the to an ancient discredited belief in a
Brick Set
Thereupon it Is Ordered, That Friday,the Portable
veritable
nnion
of
spirits—
a
belief
comtovent that he would not and could not
Third day of March next,
•come. I knew, however, that he mon to all the Aryan people that the aA nine o’eloak in the forenoon, be assigned for
breath of a man was his soul, his the hearing of said petition, and that tbe heirs
couldn’t keep away, and as soon as I
spirit “Spirit” is “breath” and “ghost” at law of said deceased, and all other persons Incame into the room I took possession is a “gust”— which possiblyaccounts teres ted In said estate, are required to appear at
a eeeeionof eald Court, then to be holden at tbe
tof the only chair in it, and though for the cold air that is said to accom- Probate Offloe In tbe Oityof Grand Haven. In
•aid eounty, end show eanse, if any there be,
there were older people in the room I pany apparitions.
why the prayer of the petitioner sbonld not be
granted: And ttia fartherOrdered, That, eald
^decided to hold it for him. I pushed

JOHN PESSINK.

HARDWARE

Plans and specifications for
tores, Residences, Factories and all sorts of Buil-

ding predared on
short notice.

James Huntley.
Holland, Mich., April

15,

1852.

12-

J.B. YmQort.

w

and
"New

HUITLEY.

1.

Engineer and Machinist.
and

Shop on Seventh St., Hol-

Ollier!

land, Nieh.

and Engine Repairing

Mill

A

PAINTS.

All

Specialty.

Orders Promptly Attended to.

Ready and willing to meet
any party in consultation

CREOLITE

relative to

boilers,

engines and other
Machinery.

VAN OORT.

A. Huntley,
Holland, Mich., Feb.

18,

792.

3w

Attest.)

Chamber

Bottling

Upholstered Goods.

Fur Rugs.

thereof.

at Washington.
Tfcere was bluff Ben Wade, who was
Bttll in bis prime, and near him stood

lUmon

M'Kte

Hback into a corner and sat down in
Hand waited for Corwin. The room
Was soon

filled,

and the assemblage

toss a noted one, for Ohio was then, as
tolwaySj very strong

Carpet Sweepers.

P. Chase, the Chief Justice of

r*** T. Van

Landegend.

First

3

Sher- and <m which mnrtaage there is claimed to be
dneettbedetoof this notice the sum of Four

DRUGS

i

of

SfegteggtrSpS&s

Books

“

VV2“JKS

Pm

N

of Holland are again open, and ready
to

supply the demands for

TOLEDO BEER.
Orders sent

the
promptly

In by mail, or left at

“Rose Bud Saloon,”

will be

filled.
1 doz. i bottles, ........ 81. 00
1

doz. i bottles, ......... 60

Goods delivered within the

City,

Ward

6-ly

EPISITE SHADES

for

Meat Market!
PAR

BLOK.

Holland, Mich., March 4th, 1892.

want

i

1000 Bushels
of

OR,

Beans

J.H. Bartel & Co., Prop.
At this well

NOME,

known

for which I

market,
established years ago, the
public will be served as
faithfully and prompt-

OFFICE,

pay the

will
STORE

ly by its present pro-

highest market

and GilURGfl.

prietors as before.

price

MEATS!
Choice Selections can

Choice Pork,
Beef, Boasts,

be

Steaks. Veal,
Corned) Beef;

made

for

Belt Fork,
Sausages,

POULTRY & GAME.
HolUnd, Mich., March

19, 1893.

81?

Eighth

Gifts.

"

,

my

Elevator

or Wedding

Holland, Mich.

delivered

Holiday at

I

!

Works.

C.

with

MARTIH & HUIZINGA

the 'Bupwne Court. The two
torita brothers,the General and the
doUar* fcn oonte
(t423.lQ)heeidce
an attorney fee provided for In
fienator, were there, and among other
ta&itary men were Generals Bob
CARRY A COMPLETE USE OF
Schenck and Phil Sheridan. We had
thea some of the strongest men In
Omgress from Ohio, and all the Ohio
mortgage oc tha days whan the
members of the House were there, and
eld lr tenet In
tomong them James A. Garfield, ShellChemicals,
tobaiger and Bingham.
These and many others were chatPatent Medicines,
toffidgr
ting together in different knots about
Staple Drugs and
r; aad eaid GlllisWathe room when Tom Corwin walked
conalderttSwhotai
Sundries,
lofthesaM
!«. He had stayed at home as long as
payable: Notice
eaid
Paints,
I by virtue of tha
fee could, but bis old colored servant
ale tai
'.and
Oils
knowing he would want to
had laid out his clothes for him,
and Varnishes.
toad as the time approached she told
him to get up and go. He was lying
Stationery, Fancy Goods,
In Us bed reading “Cicero de SenecPeriodicals. .School
or “Cicero on a Happy Old Age,”
& College
In the original, and be laid the book
fVW da, of tfof, A. D.,M.
a Specialty.
tme downward on the bed and dressed at eleven o'clock
o'clock to
la th. fonooon a nit d»y.
The
himself aad came. As he entered tbe
an' that c
and bete| An tha A mu. USE OF CHOICE CIGARS.
a cry went ardond, “There is
[in Ottawa”Corwin!’’ and every one rushed
to greet him. lean see him
WiM ud Uptn ftr ledkiul
as he walked through that room,
Pirpww.
a face shining and his eyes glistenand I can almost hear bis voice fis
out when he said, “Gentlemen,
GBBBIT J.
are all boys to-nighV’ nod made an ’ t-Uw
Holland, Mich;, Not. 19, 1893.

The River Street Bottling

free of charge.

Mortgage Sale.

2-3w

PROPRIETOR

Work Stands.

and

HOT AIR

petitionergive notice to tbeperaonainter -eted
in eaid eetet*.of the pendencyof eaid petition,
and the heering thereofby eaneiog a copy of thie
rkEFAULT HAVING BEEN MADE IN THE order to ba published in the Holland City
Ay conditionsof ptymsntof a certainmortgage Nbws, a newepaper printed and circulated In
made and executed by Lonrens De Jonge and aid county of Ottawa for three snooeasive weeks
BoelfieDeJonge.
his wife, of the Townshipof Al- previous to said day of hearing
(A true copy, Attoet.) r-_
JOHN V. B. GOODRICH.
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, dated
Judge of Probate
the 13th day of Antuet, A. D. 1»0. and reeorded
In the offloeof ihe Register of Deeds of Ottawa

bTom

c.

Extension

Works,

‘

Dec.

“it

8, ’92.

h.

Street.

m.
m

TO SUCCEED JUSTICE LAMAR.

pi

4%

HOLLAND

ALLEN

CITY.

TO PRISON FOR

MATCHING FOR BILLING.

LIFE.

ijtitt*

MIOHIGAN.

IS A SENATOR.

guished Tenneeeee Democrat.
Judge Howell E. Jackson is appointedto
the Supreme Court vacancy. The President Thursday nominated him to fill the
place. The appointment was an agreeable
surprise to Democrats, who had expected
PresidentHarrison to name a Republican to
succeed the late Justice Lamar.. The appointment Is generally commended, and
the Senate will promptly confirm It, Judge
Jackson having been formerly a member
Qt that body, and accordingly entitled to the Senatorialcourtesy which
Is always observed In such casea
Howell Edmunds Jackson, of Nashville,
was born at Paris, Tenn., April 8, 1832,
In 1840 his parents removed to Jacksoa
He received & classicaleducation, was
graduated at West Tennessee College in
1848, and afterward studied for two yean
at the Unlvwalty of Virginia. He studied
law in Jackson under his kinsmen,
Judges
W. 0. Totten and Miltoa
Brown; entered the Lebanon Law School
In 1855, was graduated the following year, and commenced the practice of
law at Jackson, He removed to Memphis
In 185a He served on the Supreme Bench
by appointment on two occasionsand Wa»
once a prominent candidate for Supreme
Judge before the nominating convention.
He removed' to Jackson In 1676; was
elected to the State House of Representatives In 1880 on the State credit platform;
was elected to the Senats as a Democrat
to succeed James E. Bailey, Democrat, and
took his seat March 4, 1881. He resigned
April 14. 1886, to become United States
Circuit Judge in Ohio and Tennessee, to
which officehe was appointed by President
Cleveland.

OKLAHOMA LAW
SENTENCED.

THE SENATE AND HOUSE.

aria, Texas, People Determined to Protect the Lynehert of Smith.

President. Harrleoai Nominates n Distin-

GIVER

A Paris, Texas, special saya: The reward
of $500 offered for the arrest and delivery
of Henry Smith's body in Pads has bean
paid by Mayor Cate to the parties who af-

HhOTt but Sharp Conflict at Pine Ridge
Agency— Food for Flames— One Hundred fected the capture. It Is not believed there
Killed in Bogota-Death of John Bid- will be farther violence,unless Governor
Hogg Insistsupon prosecutions.The folwell's Brother.
lowing telegram was received here from
DeKalb, Texas:
Ex-Speaker Terrill Sent to Prison for Life.
Look oat for C. Billing, of Lowell, Mass,,
Ira N. Terrill,ex- Speaker of the last who says those who took part In the burning of
the negro are no better than he was. Don't alHouse of the Oklahoma Legislature, who low him to stop In yonr town.
eo brutally murdered George Embree In
DeKalb Citizens.
Guthrie because the latter testifiedagainst Billing will te watched for by officers
him In a land suit, was sentenced to the and warned not to stoo here during the
penitentiaryfor Ufa After receiving his present ex c ted condition of the public
sentence Terrilldeliveredan anarchistic mind. The New York Herald prints a
address, abusln? the court, the Jury, and large number of dispatchesfrom editors of
the attorneys,and was by force removed Southern papers In response to requests
for their opinions of the burning of the
to the jail
negro Smith at Paris, Texas. Out of a
RAMPANT RKDK.
dozen, but three of the editorscondemn
Four Cowboys Nlaln by Two Sticks and the torture inflictedupon the victim of the
mob, and the consensus of opinion among
His Hand.
Two Slicks, one of the most unruly of them Is that, while the remedy was horrible. It was applied to an even more horrithe OgallalaSioux, and bis band, left Pine
Ridge Agency Saturdaymorning and at- ble evil and was wholly justifiable.

WORK OP OUR NATIONAL LAWMAKERS.
Proceedings of the Senate and House al An Impartial Record of the Work Aecom.
plashed by Those Who Make Oar Laws
Representatives- Important Measures
—Host the Time Has Been Occupied
Discussed and Acted Vpon-Gist of the
Daring the Past Week.
Business.

The National Bolens.
Representative Sumner Tuesday Intro*
The f, rtlflcutlon bill wot the first of the
general bills to come before the Senate duced In the Legislature a new hill reapWednesday, and It was passed after a rather portioning the Congressionaldistrict* of
Interestingdiscussion on the subject of the State. In tha Senate a concurrent
bjrnamlte, Red-Hot Stove, UnderUker—
const fortifications. The army appropria- resolution asking Congress to submit to tha
Gen. Beauregard on His Laet Campaign
tion bill was then taken up and was passed people a constitutionalamendment pro—Desperate Woik of a Bad Indlan-Antlwith but a single amendment— Increasing viding for the election of United States
the monthly pay of sergeants of the Senators by the people was laid upoa tha
Optlon'sSlim Chance,
army. Tho District of Columbia bill table. The bill repealingtha Miner eleccame next In ordetx All the committee toral law, which passed the Senate before
Nebraska's Agony Ended.
amendments ware agreed to, except one the vacation, was reported favorably by
The Nebraska Senatorial agony Is ended
that was reserved for action Thursday the Hoaso judiciarycommittee and baa
looking to the erection of a 9600.000 mu- been made a special order.
and William V. Allen. Judge of the Ninth
nicipal building In Washingtoncity. The
The Senate, Wednesday, parsed the Clapp
Judicial District,s*W to be an Independattention of the House was centeredupon hill fixing the aalartesof legislators at
ent in polltlcj, with Democraticleanone Item of the sundry civil appropriation 9600; also a bill fixing the residence of
ings, will representNebraska In the
bill That Item was one appropriating persons in the State at six months before
United States Fenate fjr the coming
$16,000,000for carryingon the controot* al- becoming voters The House passed the
ready entered Into for the Improve- Benate bill repealing tba Miner electoral
six yeuis, and can ’ claim the disment of rivers and harbor*. The law paased by tha Legislature of 18B1 by a
tinction
being the first Benjurisdictional authorityof the Committee vote of 64 to $& Other bills passed the
ator from the State not a Republican.
on Appropriationswas called Into ques. House: appropriating94,000 for each of the
tacked and killed four cowboys. As soon
The Democratsand Independents voted
WANT TO CLOSE THE MINTS.
tlon. It was contended that the appropri- yeari 1803 and 1894; for a recompilationof
as Agent Brown learned of it he sent a
solidly togetherfor the Populist nominee,
ations should have been reported to the
strong detachment of Indian police after
Indian MerchantsPresent Resolutions to committee on harbors, but although Mr. records In the Adjutant General's office.
giving him seventy votes. Paddock reThursday, Senator Sawyer gave notice of
iho murderers, who were In No- Water's
Lord I-antdowne.
ceived fifty-nine votes, two of the RepubHolman was foremost of those who road* a hill to compel all railroad corporations
camp.
A
sharp fight ensued, Two Sticks
this
contention
against
the
power
of
the
At Calcutta a deputation of native and
licans straying away, Kyner to Vanderbualaeei within the limits of tha
and his son being wounded, and European merchants and others waited committee of which he was chairman, that doing
State to grant free transportation to legisvoort and Ricketts to Crounse. Every
White- Face- Horse and another renegade
committee
came
out
victorious
and
the
lators, State officials, and the Judiciary.It
upon Lord Lansdown,Viceroy of Indio,
one of tlio hundreds within the hall
Item was decided to te a proper one. Withkilled. Had It not been for the prompt
and submitted to him the resolutions out finally acting on the bill the House ad- Is probablethat this bill will be substituted
knew the result within ten seconds
and firm attitude taken by Young- Man- adopted a few days ago at a meetfor one of the numerous anti-free pass
after the conclusion of the roll call When
journed.
which have been noticed. A
Afraid -of -His- Horses the conflictbetween
Thursday morning tho antl-optloubi.l mesturefc
ing of the re; resentatlves of all the merthe announcementwas made It was folhill was noticed by Fenator Pierce which
the Indian policemen and the disaffected
cantile classes demanding that In view was the center of Interest In the House. provides for the sale by the State Railroad
lowed by a wild burst of applause from the
band led by Two- Sticks would have led to of the failure of the Brussels monetary The opponents of the legislation were on
Populists. Mr. Allen was escorted to the
Commissioner of mileage books good on
a scene of carnage second only to that at conferenceto arrive at any conclusionon tho alert, and the Instant that Mr. Hatch any railroad operating In Michigan, tho
platform and said: “Gentlemen of the LegWounded
Knee
In Its awful horror. No- the bimetallic Issue the government of In- made his motion for the conference,Mr. use to be restricted ti the purchaser of
PATENT
OFFICE
REPORT.
islature. I thank you for this distinguished
Watcr, the chief at whose camp the fight dia should Immediately close the mints to Bynum, of ludl&nn, was addreislng tho such ticket The price provided Is 920.60
mark of your confidence and esteem- When The Exhibit at the World's Fair Will ComSpeaker, with a point of order, that the
occurred, flew Into
frenzy and free coinage. Lord Lausdowne said that Senate amendments must first be con- for 1,000" mile tickets, the 0$ cents to bo
1 came Into this city (Lincoln), less than a
prise 2,500 Models.
called his followersto avenge them. It the Indian ( urroncy Association had sideredin committed of tho wholb. John retainedby the Commissioner as a fee for
week ago. I had no purpose of becoming
his service* A bill providingfor municThe Commissioner of Patents has sub- was at this stage that Young-Man- Afraldstrengthenedthe case by leaving the pro- Davenportand the Federal election laws ipal suffrage for women and a joint resocandidate for this office.
am mitted his annual report to Congresa The
of-Hls-Horses showed tact and general- posals to change the standard for future then occupied the attention of the House,
lution proposing an amendment to tha Condeeply sensible of the great honor, urgent request for more space Is again
ship. He hurriedly got hW band together consideration. The opponents of the brought forward by an amendment offered stitutionproviding for the establishment
and
equally sensible
of
by
Mr.
Fltch,of
Now
York.to
the
sundry
civil
, * a * i dwelt upon ut some length and a recom
and marched his people between the police change must now show that while & change
of an Intermediary appellatecourt were
the great responsibility I am permittedto niendatlonfor an appropriationof 123,000
bill, It provides that hereafter no part of
and No-Water’s followers, and In this way of the currency standard of value from silnoticed. An attsmpt to reconsider the
any money appropriatedto pay any fees to
enter upon In the discharge of my duties, j
thp publlcatlonof a dlge8t
rote by which tho hill repealing the Miner
prevented another Indian war. All Is now ver to gold would benefit other nations It the United States commissioners,
marshals,
I assure you that It will be with caution
eltetoral law was pasted was made by the
classify the patents. The report shows quiet, but a close watch Is being kept.
or
clerks
shall
be
uaod
for
any
warrant
Iswould
damage
India.
and care and the conservatismdue the ex- that there has been a great Improvement
tabled.
Democrats, hut the motion was tat
sued or arrest made under the law* relatNotices were given In the Senate Friday
wiled office and the exalted duties It carries In the Patent Office under the workings of
THE FIRE RECORD.
ing to the election of member* of Congress
ATE THEIR COMPANION.
of bills abollthlng days of grace, fixing the
with It It would be Improper for me on the classifiedservice rules. Regarding the
unliess the prosecution has been commenced
tax on express companies doing fcuilnaesin
this occasion to say more. I thank you Patent Office exhibit at the World's Colum- Bad Biases at Montreal, Glencoe, Minn.,
Shipwrecked Sailors Forced to Cannibalism upon a sworn complaint setting forth the Michigan at S per cent of their net earnand Ponca, Neb.
facts constituting the offense and alleging
heartily and cordiallyagain for this dis- bian Exposition, the report says that It will
Indictedfor Murder.
ings; providing for the relief of the Suthem to ho within the personal knowledge
The total loss occasionedby a fire In St
tinguished honor.’1
comprise upward of 2,500 models, nearly
Three seamen of the Norwegian ship of the affiant. Tho amendment was preme Court by increasingthe number of
Jamej
street,
Montreal,
will
reach
at
least
all of them working m ichlnes, arANTI-OPTION BILL DEAD.
Thekln, from Philadelphia,were arrested finally agreed to, 172 to 47. The Judges from five to ten; prohibiting foreign
ranged In chronologicalorder, beginning $300,000.The insuranceis In the neighbor- at Hamburg for murder. They were res- Fitch amendment was agreed to— yeas 181, agents of Insurance companies authorised
At Least That I< the Opinion of Old Memwith the first crude implementsand end- hood of $175,00. Several of the firemen cued In a starving condition from the nays 80. The hill was then passed. With to do business in Michigan from soliciting
bers of Congress.
business in this State; and amending
were frozen, and some were Injured by falling with the latest improvement The net
wrecked vessel and confessed that they the exceptionof one hour in the early part the act creating tha Michigan World's
According to a Washington correspondent
ing
timbers.
The
McLeod
Company
Bank
of
the
day,
and
:i
little
longer
time
In
the
receipts of the office during the last calenkilled and ate a sailor In order to save
Fair Commission.The object of tba
the anti-optionbill Is regarded by the olddar year were $1,280,331.83,and the ex- Block, Glencoe, Minn., and the Court House themselves from starvation. They drew evening, tho day’s session of the Senate last named hill is supposed to be the abolest members of Congioss as dead Mr.
was
held
behind
closed
doors.
It
was
penditures 81,110,730.24, making the re- were burned The loss Is $23,000.The lots and the lot fulling to the sailor,he was passed In the consideration of the French ishment of the present commission, although
Hatch doesn’t agree with that opinion.'
ceipts over expenditure* $175,502.59.The Ponca mill and elevator, located at Ponca, strangled to death and his flesh was eaten. and Swedish extradition treatloa Mr. Car- this cannot he definitely ascertained, as Its
But he wouldn't believe himself whipped
amount to the credit of the office In iho NeU, burned to the ground Fifteen car- The three men are still Insane as a result llsle’a resignationas Senator from Ken- author,Senator llcGInley, refused to tell
if all the other members In the House told
Treasury
Jan. 1. 1802, was $4,004,317.67, loads of flour and 20,000 bushels of wheat of their terrible suTerlngs. There Is no tucky was presented. The District appro- just what Us provisionsare. The House
him they would vote against the bill The
pasted tho humboat hill, and ordered an
and adding to this the year's receiptsand were consumed Lo*s about $25,000. Fully law covering cannibalism. The men will priation bill was taken up, considered, InvestigationInto the officialconduct of
men with calm Judgments, however, say
and
passed.
covered
by
insurance.
deducting expenses for the same period
probably bo acquitted.
that while Mr. Hatch may, with his magFriday tho Speaker laid before the House Supt Thomas UlU, of the Capitol Building
tho President’smessage relativeto the and grounds,who Is accused of malfeasONE KINDRED KILLED.
electrify the corp.e let. Ilf. It
w“
‘ balo,‘t'6.
t
910.26. There were 21,427 patents Issued
Dakota Legislature1'roxrn Out.
bond transit over Canadian roads. Re- ance Gov. Rich has approved the hill rebe for a moment only, and that It will
to citizens of the UnltJd States during the Five Hundred Wounded In n Riot at
At Bismarck, N. D, the vote In Joint ferred. The deficiencyappropriationbill pealing the Miner electoral law.
then return to the grave In which It
year and 2,051 to foreigner!
was passed and the Indian appropriation
Bogota.
conventionTuesday was: Casey, 20; King
was laid by Speaker CrUp last week. It Is
You Needn't Wet Your Feet.
Thera has been a aerbus riot at Bogota, man, 0; Anderson. 1; Pmlth, 4; Walsh, 4; bill was reported. The House then paid
pretty certain that Mr. Hatch cannot mustribute to tho memory of the late
DORMANT FOR THIRTY YEARS.
Shoes
enn easily be made water*
Benton,
36;
Roach,
2;
Muir,
1.
Five
Rewhich lasted two days. One hundred men
ter a two-thirds vote for suspension, and
Representative Craig, of Pennsylvania, proof and snow resistingby the aid of
even If he could Mr. K 11 tor* has proved Kinall-Pox Germs Set Free by Stripping wore killed and 500 wounded. The riots publicans were sick, one paired, and one and adjourned. I he question of the
are In no sense political The trouble grew Populist was absent. A blizzard was rag- repeal of tho Sherman act, or at least a little naraffloe dissolved In benzine.
Old Paper from the Walls.
that he can prevent legislationon suspenA very little paraffine la needed, and
sion day. “Hatch still has the chance of
Thirty years ago a patient was sick with out of a publication In La Cristina of an ing and members cast their bullota with of the suspension of the silver bulhats und overcoats on. The Democrats lion purchase provision of it, was un- only enough benzine to dlsaolve It and
getting a ay set for consideration,”
said
small- pox In a farm house at Groton, Conn. article by J. IgnacioGutierrez, a professor
expectedly precipitated on the Sen- mako It flow easily. The preparation
Amos Cummings,“but wo fillbuitcri have After the patient recovered the dwelling In a local Jesuit college, allegingwide- and Populist* resisted the resolutionfor ate by Mr. Teller (Rep ). Oolorada can bo brushed over the uppers and
the
joint convention to dtswlve, being
spread
Ignorance
among
the
laboring
classshown what we can do, and there is abso- was fumigatedand the room In which he
He made the presentation of some even the soles, and at It dries almost ae
united on Benton, but were defeated.
lutely no show for him." Mr. Hatch did had been 111 repapored Ira Chester es. The capitalIs still In a state of siege,
petitions on tho subject the occa- fast as put on the shoes are ready for
ttlo* for launching out Into a discusnot make any attempt Tuesday to get up and family
dwell
the although It Is officiallyannounce 1 that
Dies by a Pol's Hand.
wear without any delay. The paraffine
sion of the whole question, and expressed
the bill. Fame members think that he will house. The paper that was placed quiet has been, restored. A strict local
presents a firm water-proof surface and
James
11
Kelly,
alias
John
Rogers,
his
confident
assurance
that
the
repeal
of
pro
is
censorship
has
been
established.
try to tack It on to the pure food bill, but on the walls thirty years ago was
ugh IIt will
alius “The Guerrilla,” one of the most no- the Sherman act was not among the possi- does not look amlaa, although
the opponents of the measure are awake, I removed a week or so ago, and shortly after
torious bank robbers, burglars and all bilities of the present session. At 3 p. m. not take a shine like unprepared leather.
Have Fears Despite Prosperity.
and when he tries they will prevent the Mr. Chester’s 7-yoar-old daughter was
R. G. Dun & Ca’s weekly review of around crooks in the country, lies dead In the business of the Senate was suspended But it will resist any amount of wet,
strlckon with small-pox. In the opinion of
passage of the pure food bill.
In order that fittingtributes might be made
and Is very convenientIn snowy
the morgue at 8t Joseph's hospital Mem
trade
says:
the physicians the germs of the disease
to tho memory of the late Senator Barbour,
weather. The preparation differs from
phis, the result of a wound Inflicted by
FIVE OF THE CREW DROWNED.
Actual
business
Is
surprisingly
large
for
of Virginia. Eulogies of the dead Senator
have laid dormant In the walls of the room
the season, and yet grave fears about the Butch Caldwell,alias Bradley, one of his were pronounced by Messrs. Daniels, Man- the bulk of waterproofers la that InNorwegianBark Wrecked at Long Branch, and when the paper was stripped from future are entertained. Congressionalun- friends.
dorsou. Faulkner, Galllager,Platt, Hill, stead of making the leather stiff and
them the disease was communicatedto the
N. J.— Eleven Men Haved.
certalntles'cause the fears, but the prosk, and Hunton, Mr. Barbour’s suc- hard It makes It very soft and pliable.
Ulscohk
This Combine Should Hold Together.
Supt. Havens, of the Fourth District life child. In no other way Is her sickness to perity and needs of the people make busicessor In the Senate. The usual resoluThe mixture can be applied to patent
be accounted for. since she had not been ness what It Is. Never before has the disCement companies of Louisville and sur- tions wore agreed to, and the Senate, as a leather Ups end to uppers composed en*
saving service at Point Pleasant,reports
otherwiseexposed to the malady.
tribution of products to consumers been rounding country have formed a combine further mark of respect to the memory of tlrely of that material,but it takes off
that the Norwegian bark Alice, from Dunlarger than it has been thus far this year.
with $1,200,000capital J. B. Speed la Presi- Mr. Barbour, adjourned.
kirk for New York in ballast, came ashore
More Thief Thau Minister.
Hence Industriesare remarkably prosper- dent Prices are to be advanced.
The Senate on Saturday ret apart two the brilliancy of these stylish articles
at Long Branch (N. J.) life saving station.,
The volume of trade measured by
hours for the considerationof House bills too completely to be used very extenAt Unloutown, Pa., “Reverend*^ Charles
Before an attempt was made to rescue the Rivers was landed In Jail Thursday night clearings in January was nearly 12 per
on tho calendar, and eighteen of them were sively for the purpoee, although when
Death on the Track.
crew by the life saving station five of the He was captured by township officersIn cent larger than In any previous year, and
passeJ. After that the House bill to ratify the paraffine has worn off the polish aprailway movement shows a great Increw of the bark attempted to land In their
While walking on the railroad track al the agreement with the Cberokees for the pears os brilliant as ever.
the mountains after an excitingchase. the
own boat, but It was capsized In the surf Rivers has been fleecing the county crease In the tonnage transported. Yet It Iron Mountain,Mich., John Celosnlck, of cession of their interest In the Cherokee
The CaliforniaNtat« Flower.
and all were drowned. The life saving for several weeks. He claimed to be a Is probably safe to say that rarely, if ever, Joliet 111. was struck by a train and outlet lands and appropriatingmore than
98,600,000to carry It ont was taken up, disexcept In a time of panic, has business probably fatally Injured.
The
State flower of California la the
men finally succeeded In getting a life line traveling evangelist and preached In been more cautiouslyand conservatively
cussed, and pussed In the shape of a sub- eschscholtzla or orange-oolored Caliattached to the bark, and by use of the many of the smallertowns. In nearly every regulated. Monetary uncertainties are
stitute. Memorial proceedingsIn memory
fornia poppy, which has great beauty
Honors for Young Garfield.
breechesbuoy rescued the eleven remainof Heisrs. Gamble of South Dakota,Ford of
Instance he defraudedpeople of money. excused by the continued outgo of gold,
Settlor
class
election
at
Williams
College
Michigan,and Stackhouse,of South Caro- and Individuality. It is exclusively •
ing members of the crew. Including Capt
but
the
passage
of
the
aoti-opttou
bill
by
At Ohlopylethe cltizsno forced him to
Jacobson. The bark's foremast Is gone
the Senate has had no effect upon the mar- took place Wednesday. Irwin M. Garfield, lina. members of tho House of Representa- California flower and was so named
leave. At Murkleysburg. where ho last
son of ex- President Garfield, was chosen tive*. were then begun, and after eulogies after Dr. Eschsoholtz, who made on exand she will probably prove a total lose. held forth, ho stole a gold watch and $4. ket as yet
on each of the dead Representativesthe ploration to this country in 1810. The
presidentof the day.
The Alice Is a double deck vessel of 077
Condemned a Reformatory.
He was first cupturei at Frlendsvllle, Md.,
customary resolutionswere agreed to and flower Is asmooth'Stemmed annual, with
tons, 166 feet long, 35 feet breadth of beam.
tho Senate adjourned. The House made finely cut, pale-green leaves, four brilbut escaped from the officcistemporarily, Tho Huntington. Pa., reformatory was
Fro ten to Death.
She was built in Maine In 1865 and Is owned
condemnedIn an oplulcn by Judge Haro
rapid strides toward final adjournment It
only to be caught again.
liant orange petals of satiny texture,
The
bodies
of
James
Mitchell,
his
wife
by the captain. Her hailingport Is Arenpaiisod the diplomatic and Military Acadas an ill-manaKeJ Institution.It 1* aland child r ere found frozen to death In a emy appropriationbills with little debate. numerous stamens of the same shade,
dal, a seaport of Norway.
Fourteen Men Hurt.
leged that 150 boys live In enforced Idleframe house seven miles north of Topeka, Mr. Hatch reported back the anti-option and a oolorleas, acrid julee. The two
An explosion which seriously Injured ness there, facilitiesfor Instructing them In Kansas
DYNAMITE ON THE STOVE.
bill, with Senate amendment*,and It was aepals are united Into a cap, like a canuseful
trades
being
hopelessly
Inadequate.
fourteenmen took place at the Star Founreferred to the ccmmlttee of the whole. dle extinguisher, which Is pushed upWise Move.
TerribleResult of a Texas Fanner's Care- dry In Worcester. Mass. The men hud The Inmates are further declaredto be exTho House then, In committee of the whole, ward and dropped off as the blossom
blossom exlessness or Foolhardiness.
finished work and the molders had gone pose 1 to corrupting Influence! This conA committeeof the Pcnnylvanla Legis- proceeded to tho consideration of the dlp- pands.
bll
James Sebastian, living a few miles west home, leaving the laboreis to empty the dition of things Is charged to tho unwlll- lature Is to visit points along the Atlantic lomatic and consular appropriation-11s.
There are several varieties, the
The periods of the Senate Monday were largestand brightest being found in the
of Sherman, Texas, brought home some stack. 'J ho bet slag struck the wet ground Ingnesi of trades to come Into competition coast suitable for a quarantinestation.
of
a
character
at
once
Interesting
and
Imdynamite to clear land. Monday while and the explosion followed,wrecking tfe with prison Industry.
valleys and foothillsand the smaller
Wife MurdererHolmes Hanged.
portant. The Junior representativefrom
Dan Brewer and William Donton were at building. The foundry Is :h) largest
and lighter-coloredin the neighborhood
New
York,
Senator
BUI,
made
the
motion
Waldo W. Holmes, the wife murderer,
Southern Governors to Meet.
Sebastian'shouse, In the same room with In the city. Patrick H. Judge, night watchof the sea-coast One kind Is spotless
was
hanged
ut
Springfield, Musa, Friday of which he had given notice last Friday—
Governor
Flshback
of
Arkansas
Issued
a
man.
40
years
old.
married,
was
fatally
InMrs. Sebastian and three children, Sebasto proceed to tho consideration of the hill white. It often attains the height of
morning.
circular letter to tne Governors of all the
tian dropped some dynamite on the stove. jured.
to repeal the Sherman silver-purchase
act nearly two feet.
Southern States asking them to meet In
—and In support of tho motion delivereda
The house was demolished and the ruins
Edwards Law Erased.
MARKET QUOTATIONS.
convention at Richmond, Vn., April 12, for
carefully prepared apeech, In which he decaught fire. The neighbors, by hard work,
Relic of a Being HUtjr Feet High.
Ho:h houses of the Illinois Legislature,
clared himselfunconditionally
a friend of
saved the Inmates from a horrible death, by an overwhelming majority In each case, tho purpose of formulatinga plan for deCHICAGO.
, . What scientistspronounce to be the
freo
blmotalllc
coinage
The
motion
was
although severalwill probably die of their passed a measure repealing the Edwards veloping the resources of. the South und Cattle— Common to Prime ..... t3.2# <& 6.28
defeated by nearly a two-thirdsmajority, most valuablerelic ever discovered In
injuries firewer’s eyes are burned out compulsoryeducation law. While It Is offering Inducements to capital and labor. Hoas— Snipping Grades .........3.50 C<4 8.W
the vote being yeas 23. nays 41 After- this country was recently found in a
SHEEP-Falr to Choice ..........8.00 @5.80
and one cheek blown off. Sebastian's left still necessary for the Goodull bill to pass
ward the quarantine bill was taken up gravel pit In Montana and U now in the
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............73
Snubbed for Hli Americanism.
band was blown to pieces. Mrs. Sebastian the Senate, or the Bartllng bill to pass the
No. 2 ......................
and passed without a division, also a bill possession of Col. Bay, of Dickinson,
At the annual meeting of 8L George’s Coax—
and the three children are seriously In- House before the repeal will ba completely Society, of Toronto, notice of a motion was Oath-No. 2 ......................
for the payment out of the treasury of loN.
It is believed that this rello
RIE-No. 2 .......................
cal taxes on lands held by IndiansIn sev_
effected, It Is likely that one or the other of given to ask Professor Gold win Smith to BtrrrxB—Choice Creamery .....
formed part of the backboneof a biped
eralty.
Finally
the
automaticalcon
pier
these events will occur within tho next resign from life membership In the society, Eooo— Fresh .....................
Killed Three Deputy Marshals.
bill was taken up and discussedfor a time, sixty feet high. The bole In the bone
News has reached Muskogee,L T., of few days.
owing to his attitude on the annexation
when it went over. Senator Hill presented where the spinal cord passed Is os big

NEBRASKA POPULISTS ELECT
HIM.
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jured.
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the killing of Deputy Marshals Rusk, Bruner and Knight, near Tahlequah, by Bill
Pigeon,an Indian desperado. Pigeon lives
In a fortified house In the CherokeeNation, and his capture has been attempted
many tlnns without success. Ned Christy,
another member of the gang, was killed s
short time ago by these marshals. ,

Killed from Ambnsh.
At Little Rock, United States Prosecuting
Attorney G O. Waters bus receiveda dUpatch from Batesville, Ark., giving monger
particulars of the assasaln&tlon
of Deputy
United States Marshal H. N, Fnulklnbury.
The dispatch says Mr. Faulkfnburywas
killed by a gang of government timber
cutters, near Batesville, early Wednesday
morning.

question and his having acceptedthe presidency of the ContinentalUnion Club.
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a petition of the business men of Roches- os a man's hand. This size is Indicater. N. Y., Irrespective of party. In favor tive of brain power and scientists are
of tho repeal of the Sherman act. Senate convinced that because the hole la so
bill to authorize a bridge over the Mononlarge the bone never could have begtbcla ..River from Pittsburgh to Homelonged to an ape.
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chopping woo 1 was caught by a falling tree Hoca .............................
3.00 @8.00
@
and crushed to death. He was a brother Wheat-No. 2 Red. ..............
to the recent Proh.b’.tloucandidate for the
5,8
Presidency,General John Bldwell, of Cali-

|

^

2.00

John Bldwell's Brother Killed by a Tree. Cobk-No. 2 White .............. .C8H®
.41 (3 .4)
.35)4
Amzl Bid a ell, aged 70, a highly re- Oats — No. J White ..............
stead was passed. This was suspension
8T.
LOUIS.
spected Arcanum, Ohio, farmer, while Cattle. .......................... 8.00 @ 5.00
day In the House, and Mr. Kilgore,of

General Beauregard Very 111.
General G. T. Beauregard Is very 111 at
fornia.
his residence In New Orleans,and, while
To Prison for Life.
Indians In Rebellion.
tbertaeeroato bo no Immediatecause for V r H. Jonos, who killed Commander Veal
The New York Herald's cable dispatch
alarm. It Iss&ld that the old soldier cannot at tho Confederate reunion In Dallas,
survive his presentIllness
Texas, last October, was convictedof the from Valparaiso says: "Alarming advices
dime Thursday, and sentenced to Impris- have been received from Bolivia. The InEmma Egan, of Chicago,Killed.
dians In the province of SabU Cruz, who
Emma Egan, a young woman from Chi- onment in the Texas Penitentiaryfor life. are constantlyused as slaves, are ready to
cago, was killed nod fifteenpersons Injured,
rise In rebellionand devastate the towns
Killed In an Explosionof Gas.
eoine of them eerlously. by an accidenton
Aa explosionof naturalgas occurred at near by.”
the Union Pacific near Wolser, Idaha
the residence of Johi IX SbofstaU,a wellEx-Secretary En dirot t Very III.
known Urbana (Ohio) travelingman. The
Death of Algernon SartorU.
Ex-Secretary of War Endlcott Is 111 at
killed are: Mrs. & G Clark, aged 35, and
his home In Salem, Mass., of pneumonia,
complicated with other ailments. A connot lived with hla wife for some year*.
Lenhard'a Accounta Crooked.
sultation of physicianshas been held at bis
| Lewis Lenhnrd, travelingsalesman for boose, end his son; who Is absent, sumNice for a Watch Charm.
moned.
of n.,..
s!;
Bell Resigns UU Office.
It
F.
Bell,
Fuperlntendeat of the Chiht u“,,,ri
1,'‘ *ccoun"
Cheyenne, Wya, and bat nine mile*
..
cago public building* against whom a rethe railway. The agate ae quarried 1*
Borrowed HU?Brimanry.
port of malfeasance i* office was made by
Lambert son. bos tenI worth over 9200 a ton. The owner Is 2, M. j The Btndenta'Journal, published at ihe Assistant-Secretary
Grogan, who was prospecting' for floppen Universityof Kansas, at Lawrence, charges dered bis resignationto SecretaryFooter.
I Hall Riddle with plagiarismIn the addren*
Leave* •100,000 to Harvard.
Tracy Aeeepta the Monterey. I *** «*** bo won the oratirlal contest.
By tha will of tba late WUMam F. Weld,
of Brookline,llasa, Who died Jam 7, HarfS* fo^notJfied '^haVt h e*a)as t d eiense
,,Tb» Way of the Trmnsgreeeor."
vard receives a gift of 9100.906. Some time
iUl Mont«r*y, oo. .. M.r. I.1U4
1W> he gave $09,000 to establisha professorship In the law school *
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Wheat—

No. l Hard...,.........
No. 2 Bed.; ..... ......

LORN

^

O.

u.^«

.81

«•••••••••«•<

Oat* — No. 2 White .............
Rye— No. L.d ....... ....... ....... .GJ
BAHLIY— No. 2..
.M
..

.

m-mr

"•w

Cattle..
.......L60
Hoos
loo
SHEEP... ......... ........... .
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ZM

.

Wheat-No. 2 Red

o^uurfw^:
BtrrTEB—
Best.....

PoBE-Sew Mess.»••••••••«
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Textile Fabric*.

Calico was made In Calicut, Indio,
as early as 1498.

Woolen

blankets were

England in
Expobts

first

16.2$

made

in

1342.
of Irish wool

were prohibit-

ed in the year 1521.

Fustian was first mode of cotton
about the year 1641.
In

1650 Thibetan woolen shawls cost

160 rupees, about $60.

The stocking frame was invented by
quorum and tellers ware Lee, English, In l-'89.
again ordered. Again no quorum voted
Cotton was introducedInto Italy
and again a call of tho Hoase was ordered. fiom Spain A. D. 1400.

the presence of a

After several other roll calls the Hoase adjourned without having reached the antloptlon or the bankruptcy hill. /

The American Indians, in 1492, were
dressed in cotton cloth.

Thb Dutch loom was brought to EnJames G. Blaine.
A mysterious man.— Toronto Mali. gland from Holland In 1676.
Was not born to die.— Minneapolis Until 1609 the English sent their
goods to Holland to be dyed.
dyed.
Tribune.
Cashmebe shawls were first brought
The most illustrious American.—Boston
vC‘’v to England from India In 1666.
Undertakers who violated act of
Bio-heabted,generous, and bitter.
.

i

Spring .....

.....

b.SO
.76)*

MILWAUKEE.

WheaT-no. 2

L28

Texa* soon began filibusteringmotions.His
apparent object was to prevent the consideration of the snti-opllon bill, but deeper
than this was bis antagonism to the bankruptcy bill, which public rumor bad put
down on the slate for the day. It was after 1 o’clock when the various filibustering
motions of Mr. Kilgore were dlspo4edof
and tho Journalapproved. The i Mr. Bunn
mowed to suspend the rules and pass a bill
appropriating932.090 for tho relief of the
•Bin of Adellcla Cbo eau. Mr. Burrows
demanded a second, and. as no quorum
voted, on motion of Mr Kilgore a call of
the House was ordered. The call showed

.

Becord. v

—New

Orleans States.

*

1678 wore liable to a fine of

Calico was first brought to
greatest American of recent
by East India Company
times.— New \ drk Tribune.
The foremost private citizen of the
first bronght w England in 1670.
republic.— Boston Journal.
AMEBIC
mebica has produced few more brill*
Unt men.— Richmond State.
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VAN SCHELVEN,

Editor.

SATURDAY, FEB.
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>r. And properly sb. StiU, ! man on ahead to get us oiit. Then we
no teasdn why the dotftor in bundled up and walked through the
meeting of the Hol\
ould go .unrewarded. He renew to the sleighs and were taken to
land Transportation Co. was held ini th
ate claim upon the party Holland. The railroad company gave
this city, on Tuesday, and the follow- IH1
ces as its chaplain,at the lisa good big dinner in the City hotel.”
ing directors and officers were elected:
te conventionlast year. And judgPresident,W. II. Beach; vice presiThe senate and house committee at
dent, W. B. Griffin, of Saugatuck; sec- ng from the returns In November bis
The

^

first annual

11, 1893

retary, C. J.

DeRoo;

must have been
iwayfrom home.
rvices

treasurer, J. C.

Post; directors, (includingthe above
named) I. Cappon, J. F. Hancbett of
Chicago, Geo. P. Hummer, H. H.
Pope, J. F. Henry. Vice president
Griffin was appointed manager of the
o'clockA. M-, for the purpoae of electing dele- line, during the coming season, and
fates to attend the Slate Conventionto be held
u the city of Detroit, 'on the 22nd day of Febru- the executive committee of the board
ary 1698 -alio to elect delegate* to attend the
Judical Convention to be hereafter called ; also comprisesMessrs. Griffin, DeRoo and

I

UiPEM

to place in nominationa candidate for County
Ootnmififiior er of School*, and for the transaction of »uch other hualneis a* may properly be

.

PROPRIETOR.

on El.hth street, opposite Ly enm Opera
House.— Order* promptly tik«n and laundry delivered. - Flrst-eleaf work g.iaiatt^ d.
Offloe

NOW18!
To Make Money.

effectual-- Lansing have arranged for memorial
exercises for

,

James G. Blaine to he
March 1st. The ex-

held Wednesday,

Ala meeting of the Ottawa County RepubHcan Coumltte In the city uf Grand Haven, on
he 2nd day of February,1(09, a 1U public' n
county convention wa» calhd to meet at the
court nonse in the city of Grand Haven on Tuea>
day, the 14th day of February, A. D.. Ifr93,at 11

|

Lolland City Lanndry.

j,

Republican County Convention.

I:'

Our Steamboat Line.

t

ere is perhaps no county in the
Ate that has suffered more at the
inds of the state hoard of equalizaon, as this board is at present consti-

t ited,

than Ottawa county. The

CLEARANCE SALE

erciseswill be held in representative
hall in the form of a Joint convention

conducted by the executive and judiciary departments and members of the
legislature.

oard of supervisors hare felt this for

«

Hummer. Arrangements have

alSenator Pcffer of Kansas will oppose
he last fifteen years. Despite Its best
ready
been
perfected
with
Hugh
Brod---- .
j-fforts the result has invariablybeen the confirmation of Mr. Carlisle as
brought before the Convention.
The severalTownship*and Cities will be cn- shaw for the use of his dock at the Unsatisfactoryand unjust. It was secretary of the treasury.If other
tiMed to delrgatt aa follows.
head of Black Lake. The landin this that led the board at Its January senators want any better reason for
AT
Allendale... .........5 Blendon ............3
place at Chicago has not yet been
FOB HALE BY
session to petition the legislature to promptly comflrming Mr. Carlisle they
Cheater .............. 3 Crockery.. ..........6
Georgetown ..........7 Grand Haven Town.. 2 elded.
annul the present law so as to change must he hard to please.
. Holland
.......... 11 Jamestown ...........7
The meeting was well attended and the personnel of the board of state
OllTC ..................8 Polkton ..............11
Boblnson ............. 1 Spring Lake ..........8 a spirited sentiment prevailed. It
equalization from a few statfc officials
Tallmadgo ...........8 Wright ................9
Wood and Bolts,
Zeeland.. ........... 13 .... ................... was decided to start a daily line, as
into a representative body made up of
Grand Haven City
Holland City
I want 500 cords of wood and bolts
First Ward ...........3 First Ward ...........5 early in the season as circumstances delegates from every county in the cut this winter. The land is located
Second
2 Second '• ...........2
greatly reduced prices,
,lWrd “ ...........8 Third •• .........« will permit, and the necessary steps state. The following is the petition: about seven miles north of the city. A
Fourth “ ...........3 Fonrth “ .......... 4 were taken to at once secure a second
suitable shanty is on the grounds
for
the next thirty days.
To the Honorable the Senate and
All townships and City committeesare re
IL Boone.
THE
WELL
JEWELER,
boat
to
run
in
connection
with
the
House
of
Representatives
of
the
jwsted to see that caucnncsare called inqt
Holland, Mich., Dec. 15, 1892. tf
due time, and a full representation
on is sent.
Overcoats,
new boat now In course of construcState of Michigan:
By order of County foiAlttee.
ocA
Suits,
tion. The company intend to push
George D. Tcrner,
Gentlemen:— Your petitioners,the
Chairman. matters, advertisettyc line in every
Cry
for
Come
and
see
my
large
assortment
of
board of supervisors of Ottawacounty,
Men’s Suits.
Dated February 2nd. 1693.
knowing by actual experience that the
Boys’ Suits.
direction, and work up freight.
Pitcher’s
Republican City Convention. Besides our merchants there is an- hoard or state equalization, as at presGold
Silvor
ent constituted, works disadvantageA Republican City Convention will other class of people that can con- ously to the smaller and weaker coun- Overcoats, Overcoats,in large quaniThis stock is all new and
Busman Bros.
be held at the office of the Holland tribute largely to Che success of this ties, leaving them virtually without tities
purchased last Fall.
A
fine
selection
of
City News, on Monday, Feb. 13, 18!i3. new enterprise,and that is the farmer, representation on said board and makat 7:30 p. m., to elect delegatesto the
ing it impossible to have their interRepublican county convention, in ac- especially the so-Called small farmer. ests properly considered,do respectXor- ao- lsoaMust be disposed of before takIn view of the World's Fair and the fully and earnestly pray your honorcordance with the above call.
K’Y.
ing inventory.
By order of the Republican City Com. enormous demand .there will be in able bodies to so amend section 319,
P. H. McBride, Chairman.
A full line of
Chicago for small crops, vegetables, page 1615, of Vol. 1 of Howell’s AnnoTrains depart from Holland:
tated Statutes, that it shall read as
poultry, dairy jproducts, and the like,
a.m.
a.m.
follows:
Legislative Retribution.
•1235
For Chicago ........ ' 9 56
during the season, and the close prox"The people of the state of Michigan enact,
p.m.
p.m. a.m.
A BILL to protect toilers against un- imity and facilities for transportation, that there abail be a state board of equalisation, “ Grand Rapids., j 2 50 6 56 •4 56 4 <5 0 35
p.m.
p.m.
just demands of employers of labors; it will he well enough for them to con- to consistof the Ueaienant governor, who shall " Muskegon and a.m.
Grand Haven,. *4 56
2 50 8 30 0 40
The largest display of
. to give redress to employes dis“
Hart
and
Pentbe
ex-offlcio
chairman
thereof,
and
In
ease
of
a
sider what is to their advantage this
charged in certain cases; and to punwater
........... ; 4 55
G 30
tie, shall have the casting vote, the deputy
ish employers, their agents, clerks year. There is no reason why they auditor general, nbo shall be the secretaryof “ Manistee and
...... 4 65
4 2.’'
and servants for any violation of this should not profit for themselves by the said board, and one member from eaeb organ- “ Ludlngton
Big Rapids ..... j 4 55
4 25
In the city.
act.
opportunities offered and at the same ised county In (he state to be chosen by the
“
Traverse City.. , 4 56
Section 1. The People of the Slate of time contributetheir share towards board of supervisorsthereofat the Jane session “ Allegan and
STORE— Eighth street,one door east of Bos Shop : North of De K raker's PlaceMichigan enact, That it shall he unToledo ..........10 00
3 05
encouragingand supportingthis long- of such board In the year of the session of said “ Charlevoix. Poman Bros.
lawful for any employer of labor by
b^ard of state equalisation,whose duty fy shall
tosky and Bay
Holland. Mich.. Mayl 3.
10-ly
desired
enterprise
of
a
direct
steamRiver S'.rajj, - - ildlnd, Mich.
himself, his agents, clerk or servant to
be in the year eighteen hundred and ninety six,
View ............4 55'
require any empolyer or person seek- boat line owned at Holland and oper- and every fifth year thereafter,to equslise the
ing employment,as a condition of ated for the Interests of the place and assessments on all taxableproperty in the state,
Trains Arrive at Holland.

—

CLOTHING!

7

E. J. Harrington’s

;

‘

.

H.

:

“

At

KNOWN

Men’s
Youm?

Children
Castorla.

and

at

Watches.

was

CHICAGO

Gold Rings.

AXD WEST MICHIGAN

ft

SILVER PLATED WARE.

Vi

U. J. (Mriglit,

:

Oloclszs

BARBER,

i

1:0J.

|

such employment, or continuance
and cuter into any

therein, to.make

contract, oral or written, whereby
such employee or applicant for employment shall agree not to be or become a member of a labor organization, or shall agree to contribute directly or indirectly to any fund for
charitable, social, or beneficial purpose or purpi s:s.
Sec. 2. It shall be

unlawful for

its entire vicinity.

There is one ©Uifit-feature in conAnd that section 327, page 167 pf
nection with this steamboat project
^Vol. lof Howell’s Annotated Statutes,
to which we desire to call the attenje amended so as to read as follows:
tion of our citizens, and that is the
isjorlty of the members of the board,
naming of the new boat. It would tie
isen a-* aforesaid,shall constitute a quorum
so fitting to have her named the “City
th: trnnsactlouof business.The lieutenant
ivernor and the severalmembers of said hoard
of Holland,"and it would be equally
fitting for our citizensto signalize

I

except thnt paying specific taxes,aa hereinafter
provided.”
From Chicago.

lall

Grand Rapids

uW

a.m.
0

Muskegon and

Grand Haven.

10

Big Rapids....

2

I

.....

i

J

.....

Traverse City.
Allegan and a.m.

pin
.

I
12

.

I

15 2 09

Toledo ........ 9 35 6 ao;.
Petoskey
...... 12 as1
.,)a
•Dally, other trains week days only.

any such employer by himself, bis
•ndanck.snd ten cents a mile for travel ln\olng
agent, clerk or servant, to deduct such an event by the presentationof 'to and returning from the se.it of givermq^&t,
mutant, Wai
Wagner Palace Sleeping Cars on night
from the wages of any employee, di- a set of colors on the day she will bd the usual traveled route, to be paid outt of ann traiii
ttlna to and from Chicago.
Wagner Parlor Buffet Curs on day trains
rectly or indirectly,any part thereof
tr saury on the warrant of the auditorgeneral.’
to and from Chicago.
without the free consent of such emTickets to all points In the United States
ployee obtained without intimation
and Cknifda. njfinecttonsjnUnion Station,
The continuous snow fall Is Inter- GrandRapids with the favorite.
or fear of dischargefor refusal to perThe Latest Addition.
mit such deduction.
fering seriously with regular travel,
: Sec. 3. If the employer be a firm It is a pleasureto note the advent and especially along the line of the C.
aa. I»93.
or corporation each and every member of another addition to our permanent
&
W.
M.
During
the
week
belated
LANSING
Sc.
NOIITIIEKN
K. K.
of said firm, and each and every man- industries. A group of our business
aging officer of the corporationshall men have combined their capital and trains have been the order of the day.
a^m. |p.in.jp.in p.m.
L’t Grand Rapids.
5 40
be liable to punishment under this act:
The steady accumulation of snow in Ar.
Grand Leage,.
8 45 2 43
7 15
and any clerk, servant or agents of energy and during the week perfected
908
-8
05
Lansing
7 47
any guch employes who shall do or an organization, by incorporatingthe the deep cuts along the road batUe the
Howell.
10 02 3 55.
8 56
Detroit.
11 35 5 30
10 35
attempt to do any act, shall be equal- “Holland Stave and Lumber Com- most earnest effortsof the company.
ly liable with his employer or employpany,” with a capital stock of 130,000, On Wednesdaythe train from Allegan, L’v GrandRapids.
7 20 4 15 ....
ers as principal, for any such violation
Ar. Howard City..
8 50
one-half of which is already paid in. due at 9:30 a. m., reached here at 7:00
Edmore,
9 15 SS ::
of this act.
p. in., with four engines, two of which
Alma.
.....
10 3f
!!»
Sec. 4. Any person who shall vio- The stockholders are: Matthew Notier.
St. Louis,
10 40
Saginaw..
12 00 ;5
lb; late any provisionof the first three John Yerschure. Albertus Kolvoord, were dead, having exhausted themsections of this act shall be deemed
Herman Van Ark and Gerardus Tan selves in forcing their way through the 7:10 a. m. runs through to Detroitwith
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conVenhuiz.encut,southofthecity.
Trains parlxr car seats 25c.
1:26 p. m., and 5:40 p. m. ion through to Deviction thereof shall he punished by a Ark, all equal shareholders.Their
from the north also are experiencing troit with Parlor car seats 25c.
fine not less than twenty-fivedollars organizationis as follows: M. Notier
§-:
QEO. DE HAVEN, General PmtngerAtebt.
and not more then one hundred dol- president, J. Yerschure vice president. all sorts of delays occasionedby heavy
Grand RsinflB.Mlrh
lars, or to imprisonment in the counsnow-drifts.
Trains
from
Pentwater
A. Kolvoord secretary, and H. Van
ty Jail for a period not less than ten
were suspended for three days in sucnor more than ninety days for each Ark treasurer. The active managecession.
passenger train from
ment of the business will be In the
offence.
Grand
Haven
was
stuck between here
The above bill, in whole or in part, hands of Messrs. Kolvoord and H.
and North Holland Tuesday afternoon,
is the outcome of the late insurance Van Ark.
The site selected is what arc known and for the beue.fit of those that have
difficulty at the West Michigan furninever experienceda snow blockade on
ture factory in this city. It has been as the Van der Veorc lots, on River
a railroad we give the following stateintroducedin the Senate, and is fath- street, which lots were owned by G.
ment by one of the passengers: “We
. ered by Senator Doran of Grand Van Ark and have been transferred to
the new firm. In addition thereto left Grand Haven at 4 o’clock in the In Prices for One Month only, as we
Rapids.
i*JvV
afternoon with two engines and
need room for our
. In connection with this matter we they have also secured a lease of the
everything
went
all
right
until
5
might also mention that in the last Pfanstiehl and Fixter property, ado'clock when we neared Holland.
keue of the Timm. Mr. Geo. P. Hum- joining.
The company will at once take hold There is an open space there where
mer, in behalf of the West Michigan
W« bsve cut do* n oar prices In Farnitnrn to «
of the stave factory located on said the snow blows in drifts and when we
W*' Furniture Co., gives his version of the premisesand operate it to its fullest struck it we coudn’t move, even with veiylow flpnr--. R-m^mber ttits great change
late unpleasantness, which will no
rovers everythingL the Hue rf Furniture or
our two enginess. We lay there for Funishlcg from the tmuliest artic.eto the
doubt he accepted by the public in the capacity the year round, having almgest
a couple of hours expectingto get but,
ready
secured
the
necessary
amount
of
same frank spirit in which it was
and
along
in
the
evening
we
soon
Carpets, Chairs, Bedroom Suites.
wiitten. We have no comments to bolts, in which effort the splendid
heard a whistle and saw a headlight Blankets, Quilts, Feathers, Hassocks,
sleighing
this
winter
has
been
of
great
make upon the article, except the folClosets, Bookcases, Writing Desks,
help. In connection therewith they behind us. We gave a yell and hur- Folding Beds, Tables, Rocking Chairs,
lowing passage:
rah for we thought it was relief, but Bed Springs, Curtains,lace and che“The writer had earnestly hoped will also carry on a general lumbering it turned out to be only* another pas- nille,
and Window Shades.
that some other of our many citizens business and maintain an assorted and
senger
train
with
two
engines.
There
who had the best interests of our city complete lumberyard.
Fine Line cf Rugs.
at heart, and especiallyour newspapers
The intention is also to erect, during were about thirty passengerson that
. might have addressed themselves to
train and nine on ours. Well, we laid
Wo wil; make y-Mi te d happy for you cun now
the course of the year, a new factory,
; the task (a defense of the company);
there all night, and it was the most Hcvemo-.oy.as this lithe dull sermon of the
year for i.s iiifi tb« goods mu«t go. A flue lino
bat since all have chosen to stand idly after the latest and most improved
dismal
night I ever spent In my life. of B-Uiy Cubs at very low prices. Styles all *i ew
by, I have reluctantly allowed myself plans, for the manufactureof sash,
for 1891 Come and I will gnaiautoe you a barOur car was heated by a Baker heater gain. I am local' d
to ‘rush Into print.'”
doors, blinds, etc.
and early in the evening the steam
At the time, the News viewed the
went down so that the car became
Rev.
C. Vandemeu, D. D., cf Grand Rapid
One Door
cf Meyer it Sun.
matter at issue between the company
M'cb.. In mentionedas a proper person to repre- cold. Then we took the cushions off
and its employes in the same light
on east side of River street,
sent this country at the Netherlandsdaring
that Mr. Hummer does in the opening Clev.-land’s adminlstrstloa. He is a No. l man the seats and went into the baggage
Mich.
car, which was heated by steam from
line of his article, as “a little inci- tor the place nnd would be a creditto the counthe engine. It was fairly comfortable For people living outside of our city
dent,” and we upheld the company in try and oar party.—Grand Rapids West Side
car fare will be paid If they buy
Heirs.
there, but we couldn't go to sleep for
the motives that prompted them to
to the amount of $25.00.
No doubt the friends of the doctor fear of freezing to death. None of us
secure for their men an insurance
who are engineering this boom vgU, had had our supper, and wc were terJ.
against accidents. Hence we did not
ere they’ve gonc'mffch further, run ribly hungry. Early in the evening
desire by implicationto give to the
hasty a<^on of the employes more foul of an insurmountable harrier. and old farmer came over and brought
Solentiflo American
promlnJW^or right to recognition Uhcle Sam, ever since he set up house- a little bread and milk, and he promkeeping on his own hook, has laid it ised to come again in the morning,
Agency for
than ItTneserved. The sudden coldown as a rule of his family that he but he failed to show up. So there we
lapse of the so-called strike, the colwill not be represented abroad by a were, without anything t > ea*, drink,
lective return of the«men to work,
citizen of foreign birth at the court of or chew, all night. The nearest farm
their welcome reception by the comthe latter’s own nativity. The late house was a half a mile away, and no
pany, and the present satisfactory reHenry P. Scholtcn, statesman and cc- way of reachingit except through big
lations existing between them, seem
clesiastof Pella, Ja., and others still snowdrifts. It was so cold that to
SlSkt*
to us a complete justificationof our
OBtlON fa(TINTS,
living, who at one time had fcljelr have gone out would involve tlw
Intended neglect at that time to rush
COPVMOHTt, Mo.
wistful eye cocked upon the court at risk of having your ears or nosii froto a needless defense of the company.
zen:
Wednesday
morning
two
engines
The
Hague,
had
occasion
to
submit
to
•w*September 14 has been designated a similar disappointment When it came down from Holland to help us
by the Michigan World’s Fair com- comes to the point . of confidential out, but then they got stuck, tooraud
mission as Michigan Day at the great 4iplpmaticrepresentationUncle Sam that made six engines in. the drift.
exposition’,and they will ask the Na- has. always been a. little skeptical. About 12 o’clock,several farmers’rigs
tional Commission to approve the Seldom a naturalizedcitizen is sent were sent out. They came as hear to
out as an American minister or am-' the trains as they could and sent a

launched.
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out
our stock of
Heating Stoves at
will close

Greatly Reduced
Prices, to make
room for Spring

& Summer

stock.

We have a few
Special Bargains
in Second Hand
Coal Stoves.

E. Yffl

DER VEER.

m
K
'

1.

What

Spring stock

Castorla is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric,Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor OiL
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee Is thirty years' use by

Mb

Holland,

Millions of Mothers. Castorla destroys

r&V'

Worms and

allays

feverishness.Castorla prevents vomiting Sour Curd,

- -

cures Diarrhoea and

Wind

Colic. Castorla relieves

teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.*
Castorla assimilates the food, regulates the stomach

and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas-

DE GRAAF.

'

is

te

ria

Is

the Children'sPanacea— the Mother's Friend.

Castorla.
“

Castorla.

CastorlaIs an excellentmedicine for chil-

dren. Mothere hare repeatedlytold me

of Its

good effect upon their children."

M

OaatorlaM so wall adapted todqjdren that

recommend It ai superiortoanj prescription
known to me."

I

Da. O. C. OaoooD,
Lowell, Mato
**

Caatorlalithe best remsdy for childrenof

day la not
far distant when mother* will considerthe real
interest of their chUdren, and uae CastorlaInstead of the arioos quack noatrums which are
which

I

am acquainted. I hope

the

deitrojinftheir loved onea, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrnp and other hurtful
agents down their throats,thereby sending
them to prematura gnTto”

Dn.^.r.KnrcHXfcos,
Conway, Ark.

The Centaur Company, TI

111 Bo.

H. A. Abcbir, M. D„
Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. T.

“Out physiciansIn the' children'sdepartment have spoken highly of their experience In their outside practicewith Castorla,

and although we only have among our
medical suppUea what la known aa regular
products,yet we are free to oonfsaa that th*
merits of Castorla has won ns to look with
favor upon it."

Usitbd Hospitalurn Disrtrim,
Boston, Mass.

isuu

Mur*?

C. Smith, Pres.,

Atruai,

Haw York

City.

!

IP

rW

3P

!

ter Savidge, John Vaupell, D. Vyn, N.
D. Vyn and C. E. Wyman.

Personal Mention.
Sheriff Keppel was In the city,

nesday.

Wed-

WOLVERINE ELECTRIC LIGHT CO. OF
HOLLAND.

.

Miss Sarah Cappon left for Chica- Capital Stock ...............$25,000 00
Paid in ...........
18,225 00
go, Thursday.
Personal Estate ............. 17,678 82

Spffinen Cues.

AdironrY

New Casse), Wls., was
troubled with Neuralgiaand Rheumatism. his stomach was disordered, bis
Liver was affected to an alarming degree, appetite fell away, and be was
terribly reduced in flesh and strength.
Three bottlesof Electric Bitters cured
S. H. Clifford,

Wheeler's

* to Overisel, Monday.

Holland, Miob., Feb. 9 1893.

Rev. D. Brock of Grandville was
the city Wednesday.

was

Dr. T. G. Huizinga of Zeeland

the

in

city

To th* Honorable, the Mayor and Common
Council of the City of Holland.
Gentlemen:—Yoar petitioners, flrmen and
members of Eagle and Colnmbla Hose Companies, respeotf nil v requrst yonr honorablebody
to increaseonr salariesto twenty five dollars
each per annnm . You are aware that very frequently at fires we have our olothea and footwear rained and taking into consideration the
number of boars we rpeud in the service of ths
city we feel jastifled in prtHenting this petition.
And your petionerswill ever pray.
Gundkk Anokbson,Forem<m Eagle No. 1.
John C. Dyke. Secretary Ea-de No. 1.
A. C. Keppel.Foreman, Columbia No. 2
A. Kur-BTEB.Secretary, Columbia No. 2.
Referred to the committee on fire department.
Mrs. A. Woltuian petitionedthat her taxes on
east one aixthof lot 2 block M bo remitted, as
she was entirely unable to pay the taxes upon
the B'»me.—Referred to committeeon poor.
Geo. N. Williamspetitioned for a ficecse to
eng g- in the buslines uf keeping billiardtabbs
In baaementof City Hotel, tho floonse to date
from Dtcember 15. 1893 — Granted.
Tbe following bills were presented for piy
ment. via :
Globe Light and Heat Co., lighting street
lamps .....................................
$90 00
Geo. H. Slpp, apiary aa oity clerk ........ 47
John PeaslnK •• •*
treasurer ____ 27 08
A. Klaverlnea
rtreetcomm’r..31 ‘25
Board of water com’rs wut. r at bot b engine
bouses ..................................
4 00
J R. Kleyn ....................
172
G. J. Dlekoma.recordingdeed, three copies of loot! acts of 1875, express and
exchange .............................
7.0
Salarirsof twelve members of Eagle Hose
Co. No. I .............................
180 00
Geo H. Sipp, express, postage, etc. for
one year ...............
7 05
Frank Van Ry. paid for dlstribatlogbills
1 CO
E. Brink, city team work .................
15 08
L. Brink,
4 12
J. R. Kleyn. lumber ....................
45
A . Hnntley. suppliesfor fire alarm ........ 3 75
J. De Feytor,teaming for fire department2 00
K.
"
2 00
G.
1
Bumbolt Pub. Co , 17 vol. Humbolt Library a' d nine vol Social ScienceLibrary 38 00
E . J . Harrington,paid two poor orders ..
4 00
D.
six
.... 14 00
C. J. Lokker, 21 cords wood to city poor.. 37 05
T. Keppel. one cord wood to city poor ..... 2 00
Allowed and warrants Issued on tbe cl>y treasurer lu payment ther of. exeeptti g bill of A.
Huntley which was referred to the committeeon
claims and accounts.
RKPOBTSOF STANDING C01I HITTERS.
Tbe committee ou claims and accounts, to
which was referred toe bill of Martin & Hairing
roporiedrecomuir-mling payment of same, ix
ceptingthe claim of *9.80 for sulpher— Adopted
The committeeon poor reportedpresentingthe
seuii-moutblyreport of the director of tbe poor
and said committee,recomtn* ndltg #2«.50 for
the support of the poor f<»r the two weekseunli g
February 2jnd. 189.1. and having rend- red tempo
rary aid to the amount of thirty one dollars.
The committeeon poor, to whom was r*ferred
tho petition of Mr. J. Hc-hraderfor a remittance
of bis tax**s,reported reooma ending that tho
prayers ol the petitioner be granted.— Adopted.
COMIIUNICATIONH FIUIM CITY OFFICERS.

in

Wednesday.

Congressman-elect Geo. F. Richardson was in the city Monday.
Theol. student M. Flipse has accepted a call from Albany, N. Y.

W.

Hopkins visited friends and

L.

relatives In Saugatuck last week.

George Frenck of Benton Harbor,
Sundayed with his folks in this city.
Miss,

Minnie Mindehout of Grand

Rapids k visiting friends in this

city.

A. J. I)e Vries of Grand Rapids visited his brother Dr.

B. J. De Vries

this week.

John Smith and his son Johnnie are
visitingrelatives in Grand Haven,
this week.
Mrs. L. Van Drezer has returned
from a visit to friends at Grand Haven
and Montague.
Capt, P. Pfanstlehl left for Old Mission, in

Western Michigan, Tuesday,

.

to recuperate his health.

Henry Van Workum and wife of
Grand Haven visited relatives in this
city,

“

Dear,

and stayed over Sunday.

-

"

DeVries, “

tertained a large party of friends at
their residence Friday evening.

D. C. Oggel of Muskegon has been
visiting relatives and friends in this
city and vicinity the past week.

Geo. P. Hummer attended the meeting of the Democratic State Central
Committee at Detroit, Saturday.
H. H. Pope of Allegan, was in town
Tuesday, attendingthe meeting of the
Holland-Chlcagosteamboat company.

.

.....

Astra. •*

Prof, and Mrs. J. H. Kleinhekselen-

-

M

“ ““

''

“

w

.

-

.

Babies.
Purely vegetable,guaianteed free Iron) opiates
100 lull size doses 50 cents.

28-ly

PREPARED BY

Oysters direct from Baltimore,at
O. Blom’s Jr.

&

’,

,

1.

would like

to

know what

the

remedy

-

Mich.

2-lra

Mr. Albert

Faviorfce, of Arkansas
City Kan., wishes to give our readers

Cultivators,

the benefit of his experience with

Selfbinders,

colds. He says: “I contracteda cold
early last spring that settled on my
lungs, and had hardly recovered from
it when I caught another that hung
on all summer and left me with a

Mowers,

Five

Tooth

Come and See.

Wa desire ti. announce to our friends and patrons that we have sold our entire stock of

—

BookMino

“

Prof. Kollen has again taken charge
of his classes.

1

Quite a number of new students
joined our ranks this term.
Prof. Scott has so far improved in
health, as to be able to resume his
duties.
Dr. Williams,agent for Olivet College, conferred with the faculty of
Hope, in regard to legislation affecting denominationalschools.
In spite of cold and snow old man
Ulfllss is again ready to do business
at the old stand with Tyssc, Dykhuizeh, Gruys and Kohler as pres., vicepres., sec., and treas. respectively.
Henry Huizinga will represent the
'College Prohibition club in the state
oratorical contest to be held at Albion
in May. The prize winner at this contest will be a delegate to the national

“

—

Made

.

Hardware,

Glass,
J. R.

KLEYN.

cts to $1.00

I

11.00

)

to $1.75

for 25 cents,

Agency for

ft

roll.

. J. R.

KLEYN.

Corrugated

Iron and Steel Roofing at
Factory Prices.

KLEYN.

J. R.

suit all.

'

Noveltu Wood Works.

(Iroecrciesand Familes Supplies.

Home Made

Bread.

“But here’s a good square loaf we show
Of home-made bread, as pure as snow;
It’s made by wives and daughters fair,
At home, with cleanliness and care.
This

the

is

“staff of life” indeed,

And little tots who on it feed
Grow big with health and beauty great,

And learn to love instead of hate.
And Papas, too, who share their treat,
All stop at

And

home with tempers sweet,

praise their precious wives, so good,

Who

fill

them with this angel’s food.

Our “Sunlight” and “Daisy” brands of j flour will make
this kind of bread. Ask your grocer and flour dealer for
it and do not be put off with inferior brands. The best is

me msh-De

rod

miiiiho go.

4

H. MEYER

surpii'sedby toue, and iffer special bargains.
A choice stock of Qrocerietalways on hxnd.
Small profits and quick aa'ls Is oar motto, and
we will not be undersold hy any one.

SON.

River Street. Holland. Mich.,

DEALERS

IX'I

Our stock at present is complete In Dress
Goods and In Cloaki.Shatcleand Blmkeltwe are

Pianos, Organs and

Sewing

Machines.

NOTIER & VER8CHURE.
stand. 47-ly.

P. B —Call on us, at the old

D| I

kinO

riANUO

i

A‘

V,lASE' Sterlim; Smith
Bra vmeler.

Wmk

it ed States, Lake Side, Story Jc
and Fap.rasd tC Votey.

*

Leading Machines in

kit

The Junior class is making an atDied.
tempt to collect pictures of Hope College alumni. Some of the alumni De Groot.— At her home in this city,
have sent heir pictures in answer to
For 1893.
on Sunday, February 5. 1893, of a
Hie request of the class. It would be
paralytic stroke, my beloved wife,
a great help to the work if the rest
Marie DeGroot, nee Van den Berg, A First-classFamily Religions Weekly.
would respond to this request as soon
aged 68 years, after a happy union of
The Christian Intelligencer claims to bd abreast
as possible. The pictures will be
nearly 42 years. The deceased was
ol the times and ol ite contemporaries, In all the
)rary building.—
placed in the new library
bu
born at Brielle, Netherlands. She best qualities of a religions family paper. It preAnchor.
leaves besides myself, a son and sents the freshestnews— at home ond abroad—
daughter to mourn her sudden de- secularand rfllgious. in oondeneed and readable
form. In pitby paragraph*or compr-betslve
parture. Those that knew her well edltoralsit seeks to get to tbe heart of the living
Annual Reports.
attribute to her the qualities of a topics of theday. esp dally lu their relationto
tbe Kingdom of Christ.
The following additional reports truly, inquiring Christian.
Its numerous stories, sketches and.arllcles
Simon De Groot. bearing on prntlcal Christianexperlenc are very
from corporationsin Ottawa county
helpfulto all Chirstlai a.
Holland,
Mich.,
Feb.
10, 1893.
have been fll,ed with the clerk:
Mrs. Margaret E. Sargster edits a department
i

Music Boxes.

_ New

r

m

the market.

Banjos, Guitars, Violins

m

ft

contest.

Clark

SEWING MACHINES;

Fourth Year.

The

and

c6 B arses

Us

ORGANS;

K00YBRS

J

LADIES MITTENS, to

This will enable us the better to devote our attention to Dry Goods and Nottmii.

Boxes
Order

Paper

HANDKERCHIEFS. 6

who will continue the business in these Hres at
the same stand, in onr dou le store on Eighth it

School Books

.....

to

LOKKER & RUTGERS,

Papers

Mouldings,

BOOTS AND SHOES,
HATS AND CAPS AND
GENT’S FURNISHING

:

College Items.

Lath,

Holland, Mich.

READY MADE CLOTHING,

month of Januarv. 1S83.—F<l»d.

Magazines

Sash,

the cheapest.

.

Bakker. 1229-32
....... 19 8(1
J. Kramer,10 1-32
... 14 33
G. Dekker. 5 29 33
.......8 f6
C. Nlenbuls.
....... 10 34
J. Rronkborat. 7H
“ ....... H 00
F. Beekbuis. 7 21 32
....... 11 99
J v.d.Henvel 15 32
.......2 05
F. Atkinson, 65 82
....... 8 07
K.v d.Brick, 531 32
.......8 35
Allowed and warrants Issued on the city treasEtc. Etc.
urer in payment thereof
The city treasurer r* ported back sprclal assessment roll for the collectionof the first inNeatlu and SubstantialluBound
stallment, of the Bpt-chd vssesementmade In
and for Fourteenth s reet special street aBseesment dlst let.
Amount of roll ........................
$ 013 19
•* collect'-d............. $958 110
uncollected.......... 51 £9
Shell
*1013 49
The report was scc’-'t.d and the city clerk dito
rected to renew th; warrant f r coll ctlon turnly days.
To the Honorable Common Council.
fl
Gentlemen:--Wrs.A. Meerman has applied to
me to have h«r taxes remitted,which she claims Cor. River and EighthSt*., Van drr Veen’* B!o,*k.
she is not able to pay, and that her son John
has to do all be cun in order to keep up tbe fain
Sixty
lly, she furthersia'esthaj all the former supervises h ive exemntei her and that she was not
aware of th« fact ihutslie wss a-sessedthis year.
— \8Journod.
Quo. H. Sipp. City C!e>k.

Shingles,

and upwaidH.

Wagons and Buggies.

warranted.

“

$1.00

No use in golt g to Zeeland any longer lor
quantity, quality, or price. We sell ns cheap as
any one.

field,

Doors,

LADIES1 VESTS from 25 ct8. to $1.00
WHITE WOOLEN BLA NKETS from

Cultivators, Land rollers,

at

......
*•
.
......
10 ......
......
.....
......

FASCUfAWES from 25

and improved inventions.

-

J.

GOODS,

Lumber,

CHEM1LLE Table Cloths.

etc,, etc., all of latest and best

Mich.

............

DRY

«

The largest assorment in this line.
largest stock of Overcoats in Lighl and heavy wagons with one or
the city,
Busman Bug's. two seats, manufactured to suit. All
The

A FULL LINE OF

Reapers,
Shovel Plows,
' Shovel Cultivator

hacking cough which I thought I
never would get rid of. I had used
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy some
fourteen years ago with much success,
and concluded to try it again. When
I had got through with one bottle mv
cough had left me, and 1 have not suffered with a cough or cold since. I
recommended it to others, and all
speak well of it.” 50 cents bottles for
sale by Heber Walsh Holland Mich.
2-lm

J. R. KLEYN.

Co’s

machinea load ol hay or bundled grain
can be unloaded in two or three lilts.
this

Mr. C. F. Davis, editorof the BloomIowa. Funner, says: *T recommend Chamberlain’sCough Remedy to
all sufferers with colds and croup. 1
Miss Jennie Bosnian,at present at
have used it in my family for the past
Kalamazoo taking a course at Parson’s
two years and have found it the best
business college,was with her parents
I ever used for which It is intended.
The marshal reportedthe collectionof f4.'l 31,
water fund moneys for the monih ending Janu- 50 cent bottles for sale by Heber Walsh
in this city over Sunday.
ary 16tb, 1893, and receipt of city treasurer for Holland
2-lm
W. Wakkerof Grand Rapids spenta same.
Also reported tbe collectionof 1805.98,water
few days in the city. He had the fund moneys, for the six months endl» g Ji ne
Our entire stock of Winter Shawls,
pleasure of congratulatinghis father 30lb, 1893. audr«-c Ipt for tho city treasurer for Cloaks, Jackets, etc., at cost.
same.— Filed. -Filed
Notihb & Vkkschure.
upon his 78th birthday anniversary.
Ths street commlssiorcr reported for the
The followingbills,app oved bv the bo .nl of
Mr. and Mrs. C. Schaap, four miles
water commissionerswtre certified to the com
south east of the city, celebrated the mon conned for payment, vis.
fortieth anniversary of their wedding- P. Winter, sslsiy -senylueerct water w'as SV 00
G. Winter,
50 00
day amid a happy gatheringof friends J. De Fey ter, freight and cartage on crease 40
G. Blom. firing at water worl s for two fires 2 00
and relatives,Monday evening.
J. Van Dam. $1^ cords steam wood ....... 42 <0

AN’S

A hale old man. Mr. Jas. Wilson, of Slayton & Avery’s
Allens Spring, 111., who Is over 60 worjs, h patented Comhtnutlou Watiuu, which
can be made to servo ns Hay R tek uud to haul
years of age, says: "I have in my time cattle and otho tides.
tried a great many medicines, some of
excellent quality: but never before did
I find any that would so completely Hay Rakes, The best and most dedo all that is claimed for it>— Chambersired.
lain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. It is truly a wonder medicine.” For sale by Heber Walsh Hol- Cochrane &
Wi.
land

Building Material?

Hemstitched.
YARNS,
Saxony, Spanish and GerWareroora’s an River str. Holland,
mantown.
arc again filled up with all kinds
of implements needed by
HOSIERY, a full Assortment.
the Farmer.
CORSETS, all sizes and prices.

was that cured him. He states for the
benefit of the public that it is called
Chamberlain's Rain Balm. For sale
by Heber Walsh, Holland, Mich. 2-1 m

-

ll El

Are Yon in Seed of

Builders'

Wheeler
Fuller flcdicinc Co.,
Joseph. V. Dory, of Warsaw, 111
CEDAR SPRINGS. MICH,
was troubled with rheumetism and
fteM M HEBER WtLSH, sort MARTIN &
tried a number of different remedies, HUIZIMi
Holland, M ob.
but says none of them seemed to do
M y
him any good; but finally he got hold
of one that speedily cured him. He
was much pleased with it, and felt
i
sure that others similarlyafflicted

KLEYN.

J. R.

this season’s gQods at

Heart
Nerve

-

store.

NOVELTY”

Of the constant additions of

Ex-Sherlft Joos Yerplankewas in Debts .............
4,129 14
Credits ...................... 2,543 33 him.
town Monday.
Edward Shepherd, Harrisburg,111.,
Principal stockholders:J. McLane,
AND
Prof. G. J. Kollen spent Saturday In
J. W. Beardslee, A. McNab, A. Hunt- had a running sore on his leg of eight
Grand Rapids.
years’ standing. Used tbiee bottles of
ley, F. Carr and Jas. Huntley.
Electric Bitters and seven boxes of
— -«»- --------Dr. 0. Baert of Zeeland was In the
Bucklen'sArnica Salve, and his leg is
Will PositlveljCura
„ Common Council.
city Thursday.
sound and well. John Speaker, Cataw- HEART DISEASE.
Holland, Mich., Feb. ?tb, 16V
I. Cappon registered in Grand Rapba. O., had five large Fever scores on
NERVOUS PROITl
The common council mot In regala r session
his leg, doctors said he was incurable.
SLEEP r.p.S NF.sk, AND
a d was called to order by the mayor.
ids Wednesday.
Preseni-Msyor Harrl- gton, Aids. LokVer, One bottle ElectricBittersand one box All Derangementsof the Nervous System.
John Cook of Grand Haven was in Ter Vree. Bchoon. De Bpelder,Dalmao,Deu Uyl, Bucklen’sAruica Salve cured him enUNEXCELLED FOR INFANTS.
Habermann.and Behind andtheclerk,
the city Tuesday.
Minutes of the last thiee meetingsread and tirely. Sold by Heber Walsh’s Drug A blessed boon lor tired Mothers aid Restless

_
Mrs, M. Bertsch took an excursion approred.
prrmoNB and accounts.

si

TRAD! MARK

_

Sewing Machines from $20 and upwards.

Hr

Sheet Music f’Htalogiipmuilftri Iren on application

To the

m

I'M

OF

*

CHALLENGE CORN PLANTER

for mothera and daugbters.a sufficient guarantee
of its interest and value.

CO.,

GRAND HAVEN.

-

Home

Paid in Capital Stock ...... $213,658 94
Real Estate ....... ........ 49,260 80
PersonalEstate ............ 145,042 17

Made Caramels.

During these dreary winter days,
When every'htng looks hssy.
You'llfind sweet conselailoii
to tell
Of PnsiNK'a homemadeGaramtl.

.

Debts ..................... 126,609 18
Credits... ...........
166,144 17

low Try This.
Principalstockholders: D. Cutlen
J. Boltwood, Mrs. Savidge, L. Scofield, It will cost you notliiug and will do
G. Stickney, W. 8. Sheldon, C. E. you good, If you have a Cough, Cold,
Wyman.
or any trouble with Throat, Chest or
Lungs. Dr. King’s New Discoveryfor
GRAND HAVEN FURNITURE CO.
Consumption,
and Colds is
i»
Capital Stock ...............$60,000 00
guaranteed to give relief, or money
Paid in ......................27,781 75
will be paid back. Sufferers from La
Real Estate ................. 17,148 18
Grippe fouud it lust the thing and
Personal Estate
......... 2,700 00
its use bad a speedy and perfect recovDebts ...................... 15,550 00
ery. Try a sample bottle at our exCredits ...................... 5,529 00
pense and learn for yourselflust how
.Principal stockholders: H. C. Ake- good a thing it is. Trial bottle free at
ley, C. Bos, S. H. Boyce, D. Cutler. G. Heber Walsh’s Drug Store. Large
Hazenberg, N. R. Hewlett, Peter Pell, size 50c. and $1.00
H. K. & M. Van den Bosch and J. D.

The Sunday school Lessor s are preparedby
. E. KlUred^e with Special care to
supplementtbe usual helps,and of themselves
Rev. Dr. A

worth the cost of tbe

....

'

oysters, shrimps, Columbia
and Hve lobsters Just
Capital Stock....... ....... $100,000 00 received at Van Drezer’s restaurant
Paid in .......... ;. .........70.475 00
2-2w
Real Estate. ..........
21,500 00
PersonalEstate. ........... 88,44$ 63
Ladies beware of tbe many worthless
Debts .......; .............
42,233 05 substitutesof Miss Flora A Jones’
Crellts......
.......
17,059 63 Famous Blush of Roses for tbe com-

GRAND HAVEN LEATHER

paper.
free

on application.

New York.

Mtr

It

4

le Hosier,

FRESH, SAIT, AND

Fresh

CO.

hand,

river salmon

,

_

.

Lumber Yard.
Lumber, Lath and Shingles
for sale, cheap, at the Holland Stave
Factory Dock. Enquire of or
write to

Parties desiring

Choice Steaks and Roasts

CASE FOR POULTRY

Mrs. M. Bertsch.
OOP

I.

H. H.

....

Stockholders:.8. H. £oyce, J. E. plexion. Take no substitute. We
the genuine article 75 cent
loyden, D. Cutler, N. R. Hewlett, M. sell
^
. For sale by Hel)er
Kieft, Wm; Mteras. A. J. Nylmnd, C.
,5: land Mich.

Market on Elver

call.

>

Buckwheat

Street

OO..K0. 10 Spnce Bt. New

'

.sold orexchanged;

prime. Pearl Barter

of the best flour
bushel of

*

IXAIiolX*

manufactured.

wanaated to

.

wheat.
given

of charge.*

in

exchange for
.

a
A

»

Highest price paid 'fox

Wheat, Rye, Corn, Oats. Buckwheat and Badev
Elevator and Mil} near R. Rotation at Zeeland, Mich.

'

v

be

Unclean Wheat purified free

Holland, Mich.

-

ground, and Buckwheat Flour

36 pounds

VERSCHURE,

P. S. I can always be found at the
Factory,during the day.

KARSTEN,

Zeeland,

.

Are especUlly invited to

Mut-

Fresh and Salt Meats,
ton and Veal.

Give me a call before purchasing
elsewhere-

SMOKED

-me: A.TS-

*"N

All millinery goods, also Jackets, a complete stock on
will be sold cheap.

jOoooooooooooo00^

Dealers in

St

HOLLAND, MICH.

Christian InntelligenefrAss’n

4 Warren Street,

VEERE

Cor. Eiglvtli and. Fisli

Mrs. M. BERTSCH.

,

Terms, $2.65 per year.
Specimencopies sent
Address

(Ws

*

WM. VAN DER

>*ooooobj
>00000000000000000000000

York.

48 tf

*

H. H.
-

KARSTEN.

'Y?t

GAm

and LOME*.

platform; bare rock and nothing else; he
went on higher still, with hunger asserting itself,miles and more miles yet. The
O'er tho neat that is naked ami empty
sun came out and sent yetkiw rays across
When tho fledglings hare learned how to
the pinnacles,castingpurple shadows as
eing,
quecrly shaped os they. He climbed the
Then woo is tho heart for the old time,
highest of these rock-teeth and saw a
Tho time that was busy and gay,
vast upward plain, with an orange-tinted
With tho world and its climor about ns,
rim; here and there gray twists, where -a
/did wo in tho midst of tho fray.
slight valley came, and a few lonely
stones— really great boulders of a primeIn tho shadow wo count up our losses ;
val sea; he looked Imhind and only a
Wo creep where wo march sd with tho host. faint green tinge on that horizon indiOh! tho acho when we try to walk softly,
cated tho gross country of Sau Jago, but
Tho cry of our soul against rest.
he felt that even now they might beat
And wo griore for tho golden heads vanishgd tho cleft in the rock-wall, those Spaniards who treated captives so hardly, so
Our children are women and men,
there was no course but forward.
And wistfuland deep is tho yearning
Forward then he went, and the sand beTo haro thorn bat children agtiu.
came thick and soft underfoot so that he
And wo fret o’or tho fruitlessoudoavjr,
had to use the long, Spanish blade to
help him in walking. At Inst even that
Tho labor that aatUfied not.
became an emeumbraneo and he would
Till the shadow grows thicker an 1 longer,
have cast it away, only the knot had laAnd tho blur in our eyes is a blot
conic twisted and would only take a litOn tho lingering splendor of sin ihine,
tle time to undo, so he kept it out of inThat taps with its lances of light
dolence and ebbing wits. Here and there
At tho shut and barred door of our memory,
came a harder surfacewhich was restful
An aftor-glowradiant and bright.
to the feet, and then he would sink for
a space and try to hope he might get
Do wc see nothing elso bnt our losses,
across this place; then he went on and
Wo mourniog there, fools and purblind,
on, with the glare in his eyes from below
With the crown and tho kingdom before us.
and a hot, gray sky overhead.
Tho conflict and turmoil behind?
The sun heated his wet rags ; they beKhali tho harrest lament for the seed time,
came burning moist; they blistered his
Tho bud be less blithe than the loaf?
Is there joy when the plough breaks tbo fur-

Cm*

tho bourn wbeu ire sit iu the shadow

That fells like tho droop of a wing

row,

give

And nono when the hand binds tb» sheaf?

his back a relief by

being roasted

front.

Oh! wings that aro folded and drooping,
Hiring wide iu the evening's uplift;
Ilcach oat to the stars that aro showing
Tho skies in a silvery rift.

No day

of

our days is so hallowed

As that when wo see, just before,

The

light iu

tho house of our Father

Khino out throughHis half-open door.

—[MargaretE. Hangster, in Harper's Bazar.

THE ESCAPE.
BY W. DEI.APLAINKBCUI.L,
Inst palisade— over! and limbs
tong stiffened felt lissom mice more with

The

the life of twenty-live. Now for a slow
and cautious creep along the gully by
which water came into the township;
later on he would bethink him of that
narrow escape at the third doorway.
Whisht! a man's head in the road, aud
he bent down once more behind the
earth-ridge and pushed his way upstream with difficulty,showing ns little
of himself as possible. It was an officer

coming into

the

town

late.

Very silently; the moon was troublesome to one just escaping,but, praise the
Lord, who watches over bold Englishmen, the guard had not yet discoycrcd
their loss, and the water was bearably
cold. Never return thanks too soon!
The officer reined his horse on a rising
slope, and, turning in his saddle, glanced
back over the shadow-dappledland so
that his eye, running up the shiny ribbon
of stream, suddenlysaw the black dot
laboring away against its current.
Instincts of destructionran along the
nerves of his hand; he drew a pistol and
tired, sending a splash of water over
John’s head, while the echoes smote the
fortress-walls and lost themselves in the

woodlands behind. A low cla i or rose
out of San Jago; John rose out of the
stream and ran to the copses. The
Spaniard spurred after him with drawn
sword, eager for the pleasureof slicing
him when caught up ; in a few minutes
he was alongside,but this being a shadowed spot he stayed his hand overhead
till the stroke should be sure. In that
moment John doubled like a hare and
rushed desperately at the soldier, who
reined up all at once and brought down
his blade— vainly. For the cunning Englishman ducked under the horse's body,
then popped out, seized his foe's leg and

At last the whole place swam round
there came moments when he
seemed treading over a crimson waste
under a vermilion sky, and with the first
pains of thirst deadening the ache of
hunger he lay down in the shadow of the
first"rock he reached. There he stayed
till no shadow wai left, shrinkingaway
from the hot, encroaching yellow till he
was at last covered by it, then rose again
and plodded along through the scorching hours with burnt feet in his crackling
old shoes.
His wits were all ablur, but bis bodily
senses felt that the whole land lay on a
vast upward slope, a continual gentle
pressure back, as it were, to each toilsome step he took. In the late afternoon
he felt a slight pulling tendency, a sign
that he was on an imperceptibledescent;
then came a delicate long pleat in the
sand, the ascent began again, and he
fell stupidly down, with some indistinct
fancy of staying there till nothing was
left of him but bones— baked, dusty
bones. But when his face touched the
hot sand he got up again and trod on.
He had no fear of pursuit now, for he
was in the Thirst Land no man entered
to return. The Spaniards had 8|>okcuof
it, und they haa let him go into it,
knowing it was but taking the labor of
his destructionoff their own hands. He
could imagine them consoling themselves for the loss of the horse and officer
by telling again the talcs of the desert ;
bow to go into it for an hour was to be
lost, and to be lost was to wander round
on one's steps, which meant death finally.
Then he resolved to lie down and bear
his pains as a valiant man might, till
night should come and he could follow
one of the stars. By this time a little
shadow lay at his feet, there was a rock
not far atfay, and he went and lay down
there, trying to be sensible and steadyheaded. ' He was glad he kept the sword
now, because if his miseries became too
sore he had with it a way to cut them;
sleep was denied him by the keen thirst
that baked his tongue into wood, but it
was much to escape the red-hot fingers
of the sun.
Ashe lay there with his battered old
hat over his face the stillness carnc terribly on him at times. He thought he
heard distant voices calling, and fancied
some foe had crept up to the other side
of the stone and was stealing round on
him— then it seemed to him as if he was
lying on English wind and the sea was

him,

Looking behind, the sight of the fearful maze of wilderness ho had wonderfully come through filled him with terror,
and ho fled away from it, down and on,
only to fall again like a child. Then for
awhile his tortured frame could carry
him no more; there he lay, deliriously
mumbling about streams, and lakes, and
fountains, till the sun came and struck
his bare head with its hot rays. Still
he lay there, now awako nnd, strange to
say, not mad, though very weak, sorely
suffering, aud hardly able to think at all.
Indeed, he did not think, but merely
followed up his instinct when he crawled
up on to his feet and stnggered along,
swaying one way for many paces, then the
other, hanging his hands and head, moaning iu a dry, broken way, like n cut bellows, yet still going on.’ And then his
dim eye received n refreshingmomentary
coolness— a plant growing green at his
feet!

Down he sank upon it, seized it, chewed
the dusty leaves; there were little driblets of earth here and there. Another
bit of green caught his eye; he raised
his heavy head, and saw that 100 paces
away the plateau on which he stood
broke off sheor. He had crossed the
desert,for down there, 8,000 feet below,
were green plains, palms, and a river,
and beyond— the blue Pacific
The poor, wasted creature raised his
bony, cracked claws and gurgled with
triumph. He had cheated the Spaniards
and the Thirst Lands; hurrah!
And there were more plants nearer tho
edge; to them ho hastened, with the
blade still dragging from bis wrist, to
fall prone on a little group of them, aud
on a huge puff-adderlying almost invisible along on earth-grove. Instantly tho
beast drew back its head and struck him
on the bare leg; then fled.
A rage filledhim; he seized the sword
in both shaking hands, brought it down
at the marked back, missed it, fell forward, and the steel bent and broke under
!

him as the enemy glided awov. But
with the strength of
rcvenge^Taughtit up as it twisted by a
large stone, pushing the stone over its
neck by an effort, and, kneeling,cut its

after it he panted

writhing body into long strips with the
fragment of his blade. Then he got back
somehow to the green tufts, and while
the poison worked its way to his heart,
sweetened his last moments of life with
those leaves, till a stupor cainc over him
aud he slept with his destroyerthe sleep
of death on the border of the Sweet
Palm Coast, as the Indians called it iu
their tongue.
Such was the escape of John Tisden,
whose bones have loug become dust, tbe
only man who ever crossed the Tierra
dc Sed. —[Black and White.

Twenty-twoBillions Insurance.
The enormousincrease in tho .‘Ire insurance business of this country in
recent years is shown, remarks tbe New
York Times, by some figures just collected by a well-known adjuster,who
fixes the total amounts insured at the
close of 1893 at $32,003,000,00),which
representsabout 82.5 per cent, of the
total property valuations in the I'nitcd
States. In 1803 the percentage of
amounts insured in the total property
valuation was only nine. In 1870 it had
increased to 10.78, in 1380, to 20.90, and
in 1890 to E0.41. The total amounts insured to-day are nearly thirteen times
greater than they were iu UlJ), while
the property valuationsarc only four, or
at the most fourar.da half times greater.
C. C. Hine, of
York City,

au

New

excellent authorityon

fire

insurance matters,said recentlythat the
amount of this increase is not so very
astonishing,l>ecnusc every industry enlarges here phenomenally, but that the
percentage of increase on the values to
be insured raises the inquiry whether the
fire insurance mine has not now been exhausted. Whether or not these reductions as to the fertilityof the fire insurance field arc correct, it is certain that
there never was more grumblingamong
foot, aud with a sudden tierce heave shot
the soldier sideways •nit of his saddle ! foaming round Plymouth breakwater the underwriters than there is to-day.
and on to his head. There he lay broken- ! bard by — then he raised his hat for the The year that has just closed has been
Decked, while tho victor grasped the fortieth time to think for the fortieth remarkably severe for fire losses, and in
Brooklyn and Milwaukee tbe field men
bridle, bent to earth and snatched the time of this great Thirst Land, before his
sword, mounted the animal and stuck the HghtheadcdneSsbegan once more, to- are in a state bordering on consternation.
weapon’s point into its haunch ; off shot gether with the burning ache for water This condition of affairs is the result of
numerous causes, extending through a
the horse with a snort of pain, while the in every flesh-atom.
term of years. Increasing rates and deThe
shadow
lengthened,
the
sand
in
it
clatter of pursuers arose behind, finally
creasingcommissions, together with a
sinking away as the pine trees flew by. cooled, the relief waa grateful, though
Then, as the moon entered a thic k cloud small. . Later on the sun went down, a complicated agency system involving
bank, they came to an open prairie, and red globe iu a purple haze; the stars ap- agents,brokers, and middlemen of high
onward into darkness they went without peared, and he followed one for a long and low degree, have each contributed
more than the slightest of stumbles. time till he got among rocks and bruised to the general demoralization of which
Several miles; the horse began to breathe his body against them in the dark. It the underwriters complain.
hard and sob, then settled into a slow was of no use going on till moonrise; he
lay there on the stony floor,and his thirst
trot.
More miles. The trot became a walk, kept him from feeling the hardness of it
and the walk more difficult ; more miles —for a while.
At last he could bear it no longer,but
yet, very long ones, aud the earth went
up and down as the darknessbecame rose and ran on, then presently struck
gray— there were low hills and shallow against one of the stones and fell,
ravines,then came rocks, and ledges, stunned, ns he had fallen lieforc out in
and cliffs; tho gray speedily thinned, tho the sand tracks. Still the man was not
beaten. When he had recoveredhe
horse stopped at a cliff wall.
To the right, to the left, John looked wiped his heavy eyes with the back
for an opening; there was none. He of bis hand and felt his way
raised his hands, licked a linger of the along through that rocky maze,
cleanest, thought he felt a faint fresh- tapping his sword on each side
ness on the left side of it, and so turned and following the passages, holding on
in that direction. After some hundred to his star with all the bulldog instinct
yards he came to a crack in the walk; he of his race. At last the moon came out
pushed into it. There was hardly room and lit the plain, showing it mounting
at first, then it widened into n chasm, and up aud up in a long, slow slope till the
wound along in darkness with a baud of eye lost it in darkness, but covered so
light at the top— then came a sudden de- far with stones, stones, stoW,— Hinrlhc
scent, and the wearied creature he rode graveyard of the whole human race. So
stumbled and tiircw him into a pool of he went on, rattling his tongue about in
his arid mouth, wondering why he did
water.
The shock of the plunge brought him not lie down and die at once, why he
together again. He struggled beneath did not at once full down on his blade
the water, came up at lost, half choked, and end his portion of life, yet perseveran 1 pulled himself upon a rocky ledjjc ing all the time, no unworthy man of his
with the sword still hanging from his countryside and yoeman name. He had
wrist. Looking for the horse, he saw no visions now, in the night ; they were
nothing but a violent commotion on the reserved for the treacherous day, when
water surface, which presentlyceased ; a the guiding stars should be hidden.
So through the long hours he travelled,
few air bubbles came to the top and
broke, tbit was nil; his rescuer had and at last shuffled out intoplaccs where
ended its Ilia in the depths from which the stones, that dreadfulmultitude all
exactlyalike, stood in groups only. The
he had escaped.
Tlien he sat for a space and thought; moon sped on her course, and the ground
he could not stay there, they would track underfoot sent a ring from his stcel-sUff
him to the rock wall and cleft; was there —it was rock. •
another way to the other side? Tho
Then the stones ceased altogether and
cold, shut-in lake was quite still now, a scries of low ridges came; they taxed
the cleft by which he had come in was his shaky legs and arms to their full, low
dimly risible across the dark level; he though they were, so that he lay down to
stood up and looked behind him; the rest on each as he got upon it. Then he
cleft coutioued there like, n narrow road came to the long ridge, highest of all
iipward.. Then he knew that he liad this huge inclined land, and saw its edge
come to tho hidden source of the stream winding away to right, to left, for miles
that passed mysteriously irndsrground, in the hard moonlight, and the rock floor
and came to daylight in the country sloping downward far 1>clow him, for
where the fipsniardi lad p.'acod Fort miles and miles more.

How

They Strike In China.

There is an impression in America tliat
unknown in Chiua. My ex-

strikes are

perience is quite to the contrary,says a
writer in the Engineering Magazine.
The Chinese have invented the mariner's
compass, gunpowder und strikes, but the
only one of the three which they have
developed fully is the art of striking.
Whenever they want anything they
ask for it by announcing a strike. I
did not appreciateat first the importance
of their feast days, and when the first
one came round they not only struck,

but two hundred of them came up aud
mobbed ray house. No violence was attempted, but the interchange of views
was like the chatteringof ten thousand

corn and fish. We mix op a fastr.stlc of bankruptcy,**or It would be, “It waa
food that kill the most of us before 30 during that tine when I was down witfe.
yoars of age. Custards and whipped sil- awful sickness, and it was the night of
K DISCOURSE
BIBLE labubs and Roman punches and chicken physical suffering,*'or it would be, “It
aalads at midnight are a gantlet that few waa that time when slander took after
AND NATURE.
have strength to run.
me, and I was maligned and abused.”
We put on many a tombstone glowing Ab, my hearers,that Is the time for yon
die Bible Abounds In Beferenoe to Flab, epithetssaying that the person beneath to go after souls, when a night of trouble
end They Are IndirectlyRecommended died of patriotic services or from exhaus- is on them. Miss not that opportunity
tion in religious work when nothing to save a soul, for it is the best of all opfor Food— Why Fishermen Were Chosen
killed the poor fellow but lobster eaten portunities.
for Apostles.
at a party four hours alter he ought to
Go up along the Mohawk, or the
bavo been sound asleep in bed. There Juniata, or the Delaware, or the TomGod Is Everywhere.
are men to-day In our streets so many bigbeo, or tbe St. Lawrence right after
Rev. T. Do WlttTalmage last Snnday walking hospitals who might have been
a rain, and you will find tbe fishermen all .
preached to a (treaty audience in the athletesif they bad taken the hint of up and down tbe banka Why? Because
Tabernacle a remarkablyInteresting and Genesis In my text and of our Lord's rea good time to angle Is right after the
sloquent sermon on “The Ichthyology of mark and adhered to simplicity off diet.
rain, and that Is a good time to catch
tho Bible; or, G9d Among :the Fishes,”
The rerson that the country districts souls, right after a shower of misfortune,
being a continuationof bis series of dis- have furnished (most of the men and woright aftor floods of disaster. And as a
courses on God everywhere. The text men of our time who aro doing tho pool overshadowedwith trees is a grand
chosen wds Genesis I, 20, “And God said, mightiestwork in merchandise, in meplace tor making a fine haul of ilsb. so
Let the waters bring forth abundantly chanics, in law, in medicine,in theology, when the soul Is under tbe long dark
tbe moving creature that hath life.”
in legislative and congressionalhalls,and shadows of anxiety and distress tt Is a
What a now book the Bible isl After all the Presidentsfrom Washingtondown good Ume to mAfoa spiritual. hgui.
thirty-six years’ preaching from it and —at least tbose who have amounted to
People in the bright sunshineof prosdiscussingover 3,000 differentsubjects anything—is because they were In those
perity are not so easily taken.
founded on the word of God, tho book is country distrlsts of necessity kept on
The Beat Fisher* of Men.
as fresh to me as when I learned, with a plain diet.
stretch of infantile memory, the ahortBut
be
sure before you start out to tho
No man or woman ever amounted to
est verse in the Bible, “Jesus wept,” and
anything who was brought upon floating gospel fisheries to get the right kind of
I opened a few weeks ago a new realm
Island or angni cake. The world must bait “But bow,” you say, “am I to get
of Biblical Interest that ncitber rav pul- turn back to paradisiacdiet If It is to It?” My answer Is, “Dig for it.” Whore
pit nor anyone else’a bad ever explored, get paradisiac morals and paradisiac shall I dig for it?” “In tbe rich Bible
and having spoken to you in this course health. Tho human race Unlay needs grounds.” Wo boys brought up in the
of sermons on God everywhere concern- more phosphorus, and tbe Ush is charged country had to dig for bait before we
ing the “Astronomy of the Bible; or, and surcharged with phosphorus—phos- started for the banks of tho Raritan.
God Among the Stars;"the “Chronology phorus, that which shlucs in the dark We put the sharp edge of tho spade
of the Bible; or, God Among the Centu- without burning.
against the ground and then put our
ries;” tho “Ornithologyof the Bible;
The Miracle of Jonah and the Great Fish. foot on the spade, and with one tremenor, God Among the Birds;” the “Minerdous plunge of our strengthof body and
Know also In order to understandtho will we drove it in up to tho handle aud
alogy of the Bible; or, God Among the
Amethysts.” this morning, as I may be ichthyology of the Bible that in the then turned over the sod.
divinelyhelped, I will speak to you about deeper waters,as those of the MediterWe bad never read Walton’s“Comtho “Ichthyologyof the Bible; or, God ranean, there wore monsters that are plete Angler” or Charles Cotton’s “Innow extinct. The fools who become in- structionsHow to Angle. for Grayling In
Among the B’lshes,”
fidels because they cannot understand a Clear Streadi.” Wo kne w nothing about
The ApostolicFishermen.
the engulfmont of tho rccroant Jonah In the modern red hackle or the fly of orange
Our horses were latheredand tired ont,
a sea monster, might have saved their colored mohair, but wo got the right
and their fetlocks were red with the
souls by studying a little natural history. kind of bait No use trying to angle for
blood cut out by the rocks, and I could
"Oh,” says somo one. “that story of Jo- fish or anglo for souls unless you have
hardly get my feet out of ibe stirrupsas
nah was only a fable.” Say others, “It tho right kind of bait, and there Is plenty
on Saturday night we dismounted on tho
was interpolatedby somo writer of later ot it in tho promises, the parables, the
beach of L&ko Galilee. The rather libtimes.” Others say, “It was the repro- miracles, tho crucifixion, tho Heaven of
eral supply of food with which wa had
duction of the story of Hercules devoured tbo grand old gospel.
started from Jerusalem was nigh exand then restored from the monster.”
Yes, not only must you dig for bait,
hausted, and the articles ot diet remainBut my reply is that history tells us that bnt use only fresh bait. You cannot do
ing had by oft repetition three times a
there were monsters large .enough to anything down at the pond with old
day for three weeks ceased to appetize.
whelm ships.
angleworms. New views of truth. New
I never want to see a tig again, aud dates
The extinct Ichthyosaurusof other views of God. New views of the soul
with me are all out of date.
ages was 30 feet long, and as late as tho There aro ail the good books to help you
For severaldays tho Arab caterer, who
sixth century of tho Christianera up and dig. But make up your mind as to
could speak but half a dozen English
words, would answer our requests for down the Mediterranean there floated whether yon will take tho hint of Hasome of the styles of food with whlclj monsters compared with which a mod- bukkuk and Isaiah and Job and nsehook
we had been delectatedthe first few days ern whale was a sardlnotor a herring. and line, or take the hint of Matthew
by crying out, “Finished.”The most The shark has again and again been aud Luke and Christ and fish with a net
found to have swallowed a man entire.
I think many lose their time by wantpiquant appetizer is abstinence, and the
demand of all the party was, "Let us A fishermanon tho coast of Turkey ing to fish with a not, and they never got
breakfaston Sunday morning on fresh found a sea monster which containeda a place to swing the net. In other words,
woman and a purse of gold. I have seen thev want to do gospel work on a big
fish from Lake Gcencsaroth,”for you
in museums sea monsters large enough scale or they will not do it at all. I see
must know that lake has four nameiaod
to take down a prophet
feeble minded Christianmen going
it is worth a profusion of nomenclature,
But I have a better reason for believ- around with a Bagster's Bible under
and It is In the Bible called Chlnneroth,
ing tho Old Testamentaccount, and that their arm, hoping to do tho work of an
Tiberias,Gonnesareth, and Galilee.
To our extemporized table on Sabbath is that Christ said It was true and a type evangelistand use the net, while they
of his own resurrection,and I suppose might better be content with hook and
morning came broiled perch, only a few
hours before lifted out of the sacred He ought to know. In Matthew xll, 40, line and take one soul at a time. They
waters. It was natural that our minds Jesus Christ says, “For as Jonas was are bad failures as evangelists. They
three days and three nights in the would be mighty successes as private
should revert to the only breakfast that
whale's belly, so shall the Son of Man Christians. It yon catch only one soul
Christ ever prepared, and it was on
be three days and three nights in the for God, that will bo enough to fill your
those very shores where we breakfasted.
heart of tbe earth.” And that settles it eternity with celebration. All bail the
Christ had in those olden times struck
two flintstogether and set on fire some forme and for any man who does not fisherman with hook and linel
believe Christ a dupe and an Impostor.
I havo scon a man in roughest cordushavings or light brushwood and then
Notice also how the Old Testament roy outfit como back from the woods
put on larger wood, and a pile of glowwriters drew similitude from the fish- loaded down with a string of finny treasing bright coals was tho consequence.
eries. Jeremiah uses such Imagery to ures hung over bis shoulder and his
Meanwbiie-tbe disciplesAshing on the
prophesy destruction,“Bobold, I will gamebag filled, and a dog with bis teeth
lake had awfully “poor luck,” and every
send for many fishers, suith tho Lord, carrying the basket tilled with tho surtime they drew up the net it hung dripand they shall fish them.” Ezekiel uses plus of an afternoon's angling, and it
ping without a fluttering An or squirmfish imagery to prophesy prosperity, “It was all the rosultof a book and line, and
ing scale. But Christ from tbe shore
shall come to pass that tho flsbers shall in tho eternal world there will be many
shouted to them and told tnem whore tot.
stand upon it from En-gedl even to En- a man and many a woman that was
drop the net, and 153 big fish rewarded
them. Simon and Nathaniel, having eglalra; thoy shall be a place to spread never heard of outside of a villago Sunforth not?; their fish shall do accord- day school or a prayer meeting burled in
cleaned some of those large fish, brought
them to the coals which Christ had kin- ing to their kinds, as the fish of tno a church basement who will come before
great sea, exceedingmany,” the expla- the throne of God with a multitude of
dled, and tho group who had been ont
all night and were chill and wet and nation of which is that En-ged! and souls ransomed tbrough his or her inhungry sat down and tegan mastication. En-oglaiin stood on the banks of strumentality,and yet the work ail
AH that scene came back to us when on the Dead Sea. in the waters of which done through personal interview, one
Sabbath morning. December, 1889, just no fish can live, tint the prophet says by one, one by ona
that tbe time will come when these
You do not know who that one soul
outeide the ruin of ancient Tiberias and
within sound of rippling Galilee, we waters will bo regenerated,and they will may be. Staupitz helped one soul Into
be great places for fish. Amos reproves the light, hut it was Martin Lctber.
breakfasted.
Idolatriesby saying, “The day shall Thomas Blnloy brought salvation to one
Bible lohthyolojy.
come uoon you when he will take you soul, but it was Hugh Latimer. An edge
Now, is it not strange the Bible imaway with hooks and vour posterity
agery Is so Inwrought from the fish- with fishhooks.” Solomon, in Ecclesi- tool maker was tbe means ot saving one
soul, but it was John Summerfleld, Oar
eries when tho Holy Land Is, for the
astes, declares that those captured of blessed Lorn healed one bflnd oyc at a
most part, an Inland region? Only temptationaro as fishes taken in an evil
time, one paralyzed arm at/a time, one
three lakes— two besidestbe ohe already
net Indeed Solomon know all about dropsicalpatient at a time, and raised
mentioned, namely, the Dead Sea, where
the finny tribe and wrote a treatise on from the dead one girl at a time, one
fish cannot live at all, and as soon as
Ichthyology which has been lost
young man at a timu. Admire the net
they touch It they die, and the birds
that takes In a great many at once, but
The Ancient Fluhermen.
swoop on their tiny carcasses, and the
do not despise the hook and line.
third, the Pools of Heshbon, which aro
Furthermore, In order that you may
The Applicationto t'hrUtlnnltjr.
alternately full and dry. Only three understand tho Ichthyology of the Bible,

DU TALMAGE’S SERMON.
ON THE

Land— Jabbok, Kishon and Jordan.
About all tbe fish now In the waters
of the Holy Land are tbo porch, the
carp, the bream, the minnow, thoblennv,
the barbel (so called because ol the barb
at Its mouth), tbe chub, tho dogfish, none
of them worth a Delaware soad or an
Adirondack trout Well, the world’s
geographyhas changed,and tbo world's
bill of fare has changed. Lake Galilee
was larger and deeper and better stocked
than now, and no doubt the rivers were
deeper and the fisheries were of far
more importance then than now.
Besides that, there was the Mediterranean Sea only thirty-five miles away,
and fish were salted or dried and brought
Inland,and so much of that article of
food was sold in Jerusalem that a fish
market gave the name to one of tbe
gates of Jerusalem near by, and it was
called tho fish gate. Tho cities had great
reservoirsIn which fish were kept alive
and bred. The pool of Gibeon was a
fishpool. Isaiah and Solomon refer to
flshpools. Large fish were kept alive
and tied fast by ropes to a stake In taese
reservoirs, a ring having been run
through their gills, and that is tho moaning of the Scripture passage which says,
“Canst thou put a hook Into his nose or
boro his Jaw through with a thorn?'’
So Important was the Ush that tho god
rivers of the Holy

monkeys. I yielded. The miners
would strike if they did not like
their shift boss, strike if they
had
bad dinner in tho Dagon, worshiped by
company kitchen, strike for any was made ball flab and

a

tho Philistines,
half man, and
reason. Once when mine, mill and fur- that is tho meaning of tbe Lord’s indignace were in full blast the miners all nation when in h Samuel we read that
struck for some insignificant cause. this Dagon, the fish god, stood beside
Tired of expostulation, I sent for the the ark of the Lord, and Dagon was by
head men and told them gravely tliat I invisible hands dashed to pieces because
had no objectionto the strike if tho men the Philistines bad dtred to make the
wished it, but that the mill aud furnace fish a god. That explains tbe Scripture
could not stop. They had to go right passage, “The head oi Dagon and both
tho palms of his hajids were ?ut off upon
on, and it was very costly to keep them
tbe threshold;only the stump of Dagon
at work without ore. I said that I did
was left to him.’’ Now, the stump of
not think it was right to make the com.
Dagon was the fish part - The too part,
pauy pay the loss, and that I should fine which was tbe figure of a man; was
the workmen three days’ pay for every dashed to pfeces. and tbe Lord, by deday they were off duty. There was a molishingeverythingbut the stump or
great hubbub. The miners came to know fish part of the idol, practically said,
if what tho head man told them was
“You may keep your fish, but know
true. They went to work the next day, from tho way 1 have demolished the rest
and strikingwas free in that mine ever of the idol that it is nothing divine.”
ImportMee of Plain Food.
after, bur each man paid for his own. fun.
The Lord, by placing tbe fish in the
In the end, however, they devised a more
potent mode of warfare. They went in- first course of the menu in paradise!
making it precede bird add boast, indito the mine with delightful regularity.
They put in their time, but did not put cated to the world the Importance of the
lib as an article Of human food. The
out their ore; and our product fell off
reason that men and women lived three
.

sevonty-fivcper cent.

and four and fivo and nine hundred yeara
wai because they wore kept on parched

ipu must know that

there worn five
ways of fishing. One was by a fence of
reeds and canes, within which the fish
worn caught But the Hcrodic government torbade that on Lake Galilee,lest
pleasure boats be wrecked by the stakes
driven. Another mode was by spearing,
tbo waters of Galilee so clear good aim
could bo taken for tho transfixing. Another was by hook and line, as where
Isaiah says, “The fishers also shall
mourn, and they that cast angle Into the
brooks shall iament” And Job says,
“Canst thou draw out leviathan with a
hook?” And Habakkuk says. ‘-They take
up all of them with the angle.”
Another mode was by a casting net or
that which was flung from the shorn;
another, by a dragnet or that which
was thrown from a boat and drawn
through tho sea as tho fishing smack
sailed on. How wonderful all this is
Inwroughtinto tho Bible Imagery,and
It leads mo to ask in which mood are you
and I fishing,for tbe church is the
boat, and the gospel Is tbo net, and
the sea is the world, and the fish
are the souls, and God addresses us as he
did Simon and Andrew, saying, “Follow
me, and I will make you flshors of men.”
But when is the best time to fish for
souls? In tbe night Peter, why did
you say to Christ “Wo have tolled all
the night and have taken nothing?”
Why did you not fish in the daytime? He
replies, “You ought to know that tho
night Is the best time' for hshing.”
At Tobyhanna Mills, among the mountains of Pennsylvania,! saw a friend with
high boots and Ashing tacklo atarting
ont at 9 o'clock at night and I said,
“Whore are you going?" He answered,
“Going to flab.” “What in the night!”
He atiaworod,“Yes. in the night” So
tbe vast majority of souls captured for
God aro taken in times of revival In the
night meetings. They might Just as
well £pmie at 12 o'clock at noon, but
some of them will not Ask the evangelists of olden times, ash Finney, ask Nettleton, ask Oeborn, ask Daniel Baker,
gnd then ask all the modern evangelists
which IS the lest time to gather souls,
and they will answer, “The night; bv all
odds, the night” Not only the natural
night, but the night of trouble.
Suppose I go around in this audience
and ask these Christianswhen they were
converted to God. One would answer,
“It was at the time I lost my child by
membranous croup, and it was the night
of bereavement” or the answer would
be, “It was ju«t aftor. I was swindled
out of my property,and It was the night

God help us amid the Gospel fisheries,
whether we employ hook or net, for the
day cometh when wo shall see how much
depended on our fidelity.Christ Himself

declared: “Tho kingdom of Heaven is
like unto a net that was cas) in tbe sea
and gathered of every kind, which, when
it was full, they drew to shore and sat
down and g&tborod tho good In tho
vessels, but cast tho bad away. So shall
It be at the end of the world— tho angels
shall come forth and separate the wicked
from the Just."
Yes, the fishermen think It best to
keep the useful and worthless of the
haul in the same not until it is drawn
upon tho beach, aud then tho dilision
takes place, and If It is off Long Island
coast the mossbankers aro thrown out
and the blueflsh and shad preserved, or
if it is on the shore of Galilee the fish
classified as siluroids are hnrled back
into the water or tbrowfa upon the bank
as unclean, while the perch and tho carp
and tho barbel arc put Into pails to be
carried homo for use.
So to the church on earth the saints
and tho hypocrites,tho generous and the
mean, the chaste and the unclean, are
kept In the same membership, but at
death tbo division will be made and the
good will be gathered into Heaven, and
the bad, however many holy communions they may have celebrated and
however many rhetorical prayers they
may havo offerod,and however many
years their names may bavo boen on the
church rolls, will be cast away. God
forbid that any of ui should be among
the “cast away.” But may we dp our
work, whether small or great, as thoroughly as did that renowned fisherman,
George W. Bethilne,who spent his

summer rest angling in the waters
around tho Thpusand Isles and beating
own craft those who plied It all
tho year, and who the rest of his time
gloriously preached Christ in a pulpit
only fifteen minutes froM wherelnov
stand, and ordering for hi* own obsequies: “Put on me my pulpit gown and
bands, with my own pocket Bible In my
right hand. Bury me with my mother,
my father and my grandmother. Sing
•also my own hymn:
at their

.

‘Jesus,tbou print* ot lif* I
Thy chosen cannot dio;
Like Tbee, they oonqher In the strife,
To reign with Thee on high.11

Galloway robes dreaded like

bof-

handsome and valoabla
This opens a new avenue of profile
from hides.
falo robes, hre

.
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TJOYAL BAKING POWDER

LITTLE MYRTLE VAHCB»S HORRIBLE DEATH* AVENGED.
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iar lightness, nreetne**,and flavor notload ia

food,

’ A crocodile takes eighty seconds to Rear/ Smith, the Negro Head, Tmrtared,
turn arourd.
with Bed.Hot Brands (or Hie Awful
Crime-Preparation.
DeliberatelyMade

Impart, tlut pecul-

So laid old King Solomon years ago,
sad ho was vory nearly right

tha

Ths othsr day they unearthed sa

and which export pastry cook, declare to

In corsets.

•o of disease. Ths

aad Thousand! Take a Willing Tart.

It

Henry Smith, the Parts (Tex.) neg»o
who first abused then killed 4-year-old
Myrtle Vance, has explatei In part his
awful crime by death at the stake.
Ever since the perpetration of his awful
crime the city and entire surrounding

snolenta hid as

was Hippocrates who said ths proper

method was

epawpi —

“to assist Naturs.”

Ths world lost sight

of this truth for

many hundred years, but they have now

B«pfdp<*&r

country has been in a wild frenzy of excitement^ When the news came that
he had been captured near Hope, Ark.,
that he had been Identifiedby B. B.

one o< them, It prevents
T. Hicks and
many
- ---when you Bturgeon,James .. --as you ought,*1 whin
languor, lom of ap- others of the Paris searching party, the
n) and you’ll save city was wild with Joy over the apprehension of the brute. Hundreds of
serious,
flesh and
people poured Into the city from the

adopted

Ths

Pb

It.

.

-
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McHenry, Dr uggiat, Allegheny City,
' I hadbeenL,
bad been for
Pa., in whose employ
seven years. I used August Flower

M

mmmm

pulmonary for two

true theory of fighting

™

iL—jp a
king for Thomas
____
me. I was working

weeks.

was relieved of

I

all

trouble. I can now eat things I
, For this purpose there Is nothing that dared not touch before. I nave
equal* Bxid’s Quican Cough and gained twenty pounds, since my recovery. J. D. Cox, Allegheny, Pa. <J*
Kidnxt Cube.
It. contains no poison, and Is htxllnf,
UfT All you hive guessed about
troubles Is to stimulate the system.

t

--

.

had been troubled five months
with Dyspepsia. I hid t fullness
I

true a theoiy of disease as ws.

A Terrible Punishment.

A LONG PROCESSION

Flower”

Egyptian mummy and found It tncasod

not obtainable by the nso of any other raising agent.

L

stimulating, toothing to ths congested
life insurance m&y be wrong.
adjoining country, and ths word passed
Royal
Baking
Powder
is
shown
a
pure
cfeam-ofblood vessels sad a oerta n cure for all
from Up to lip that the punishron wish to taww the
pulmonary troubles.
ment of the fiend should fit the crime—
wnd for “now and
tartar powder, the -highest of all in leavening strength.
that death by fire was the penalty Bmlth
Get It of any dealer.
should pay. The curious and aympa5. Government Food Fiport.
Tha small bottles are twenty-five
thetlo alike came on train and wagons,
•aaas.IS is m® omy rouwij
Royal
Baking
Powder
is
superior
in
purity,
cents,
the large ones fifty oente.
teSaafit or cure, In ST^ ossa, or ths moov on horse and on foot, to see if the frail
torsfundad. ___
mind of mind could think of a way to
Sylvan
Bkmidy Co., Peoria, HI.
strength, and wholesomeness to any other powder
About Catarrh.Ho matter what you*T» sufficientlypunish the perpetrator of
which I have examined.— AVw York Stott Analyst.
so terrible a crime. Whisky shops were
cloeed, unruly mobs were dispersed,
cur* you, schools were dismissed by a proclamaImportant to Yloahy Pooplo.
Juvenile Smoking.
tion from the Mayor, and everything was
W® have noticed a page article la ths
done In a buelnesa-llke manner. OffiExpressions of individualopinion recers saw the futility of any effort to garding this form of youthful perversity Boa ton Glob® on reducing weight at a very
quell the almost riot. So law waa- laid are not lacking; but before the custom •mall expenae. It will pay our readers to
•end two- cent stamp fora' copy toBetlaa
aside, and the citizens took into their can be wholly abolished a general and
Circulating Library,
Washington
own' hands the inhuman beast and ontspoken objection must be made and •treat,Chicago,Ilk
burned him at the stake. Never before maintained. No one who has really
slnoe the days of the Spanish Inquisi- given any thought to the matter would
RiKinKR that in Garfield Tea yon have
tion, when cruelty was law, has there hesitate in condemningthe injurious an unfailingremedy for indlgeetion, sick
been such terrible punishment meted folly of ths practice. Stunted growth, headache and every attending 111 that an
ont to any man; but sd horriblewas the Impaired digestion, palpitation,and the abused stomach can make yon suffer.
Every druggist sells It; S&c, 50c and |L
crime, in its magnitudeso Inhuman and other evidences of nerve exsustionand
so ghastly,that the punishmentinfiloted Irritability, have again and again ImReformation In Maine.
upon him was infinitelysmall In com- pressed a lesson oi abstinence which
A Judge in Blddeford. Me., sentenced
has hitherto been far too little regarded. a drunkard to pay a fine or take a course
parison.
He was brought through Texarkana, A further stage of warning hMbeen
of the bichlorideof gold.
where 5,000 people awaited the train, reached In a case which lately came beanxious to see va man who should re- fore a coroner. A boy was in the habit
Wiak Lcngbabb STBiRQTaxwaD,PleuRev. H. P. Carson, Scotland, Dak., says:
ceive the fate
of ____
Ed Coy.
At that PH
place of smoking cigarettes and olgar-ends, risy Pains relieved, and Asthmatic aymp*
________
_____
.. —
speeches were made by prominent Paris and, after an attack of sickness,died toms subdued by Dr. IX Jayne's Expecto11
bottles of Hall’s Catarrh Cure completecitizens, who asked that the prisonerbe apmewhat suddenly. The post-mortem rant. a sovereign remedy for all Oonghs
not molested by Texarkana people, but examinationrevealedfatty changes In and Colds.
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that the guard be allowed to deliver
him up to the outraged and Indignant
cltlsens of Paris. Arriving in Paris,
the train was met by a surging mass of
humanity 10,000 strong. The negro
was escorted through the city eo tnat
all might see the most inhuman mon*
iter known in current history. Smith
was placed upon a scaffold six feet
square and ten feet high, securely

0X0 0XJOY»
Both the method and
Syrup of Figs

results

when

taken; It is pleasant
and refieahing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the system eftctoally, dispels colds, headaohea and fevers and ourae Habitual
constipation.Kyrup
Syrup of JFig* ia the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
efibctSL prepared only from the most
healthy
kreHHy and agreeablewbstanees,its
is

bound, within view of all the beholders
Tc flared by Red-Hot Iron!.
Here the victim was tortured for fifty
minutes by red-hot iron brands thrust
sgslnst his quivering body. Commencing at the feet the brands were placed
against him inch by Inch until they were
thrust against the face. Then, being
apparently dead, kerosenewas poured
upon him, cottonseei hulls placed beneath him and set on fire. In less time
than it takes to relate it the tortured
man was wafted beyond the grave to
another fire hotter and more terrible
than the one just experienced.
The cause of the crime was that Henry Vance when a deputy policeman In
the course qf his duty was called to arrest Henry Bmlth for being drank and
disorderly. The negro was unruly and
Vance was forced to use his club. Tho.
negro swore vengeance and several
times assaulted Vance. In his greed

revenge he

l

Completely Uprooted.
remedies there are which merely
relieve without uprootingdisease. The oontraat with sterlingmedicineswhich such pal
llatlves afford, not only enhances the dignity
ot the former, hut serves to emphasise the
foUy of employing half-way measures when
thorough wucb
ones ho
are available.
A marked inmorouga
»»»

„

[eot, on the one hand, ot
stance of this is the eff<
[tiers In oases of chills
Hostetler'sStomach Bit
_
and fiver and bilious remittent,and on tha

_
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Albert Burch, West Toledo, Ohio, says:

says: “The effect of Hall’s Catarrh Cure

E. A. Rood, Toledo, Ohio, says: “ Hairs

vif«HTTT.r

S

BALSAM
i Colds,Oe«fhs.Serf Threatens/, Iitaea.
w/Ug Oeegk,
Oesgh,BronekitUaa*
Broaehitisaa*Asthwa. A
8a,Wheeylag
entala tan frr Oeasaaytlm ia Ant stages, aad
assn relief la advaaeed stages.Use at tan.
Yea vm sss As sxMlkat tflbstaftsr taking ths
Cntless.Bold by dsalsn tvsrywhar*. Largs
bettlss 10 ecata sad
»

npen

gathered about the negro as he lay fastened to the torture platform and thrust
the hot Irons Into his quivering flesh.
Every groan from the fiend, every
contortion of his body, was cheered by
the thicklypacked crowd of 10,000 people. After burning the feet and legs the
not Irons were rolled up and down
Bmlth' s stomach, back and arms. Then
the eyes were burned out and Irons
were thrust down his throat. The men
of the Vance family having wreaked
vengeance,the crowd plied all kinds of
combustiblestuff around the scaffold,
poured oil on It and set it afire. The
negro rolled and wriggled and tossed
out of the mass only to be pushed back
by the people nearest him. He tossed
out again and was roped and pulled
back. Hundreds of people turned away,
but the vast crowd still looked calmly

t

nut

ram

desnalng the heal oi
'•atuVhil time, onetag healthy secretions.
H allays Inflamm.^oo,

My wife snd family
much alarmed, snd

wen

expected my stay on earth
would be short. Bnt a
friend advised me to take
Hood's Sarsaparilla,and

Cave, Ky., say: “Hall’s Catarrh Cure cures

Unlike the Dutch Process

No Alkalies

every one

Other Chemicals

riurfcOl
I

rfiym

protects the membrsat

from additionalcolds,
completely basis the
•ores, and restore.
asase of taste sac
email.
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“Hall’s Catarrh Cure cured me.”
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now apparent to the Directors of the World's Columbian
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Throughout the Natkm to unite with the Banks
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Mb. Clbvxlavd has sent his nltimatuxn to Congress on the silver question. It Is that the silver-purchasing
’act must be repealed or there will be an
extra session. Speaker Crisp wae given
Information
by ----PSS
Don. M. Dickinson
this
----- I
to his private office. The two men were
eloeetod for an hour, daring which Mr.
Griep was told that the wiping out of
the present silver-purchaselaw was the
int businessto which Mr. Cleveland
desired to give his attention.

extraordinary and growing

Gnat Exposition^

sire on the part of the Directors that equal opportunities may be afforded for

may insure
lore act at once,

Treason Wood and skin diseases mailed free.
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cures disease
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becomln,

the possessors of

gay I am cured and I give to Hood's Sarsaparilla the whole praise of it." a 0. Abkb, grocer, Osnlxteo, N. Y.

At Lincoln, Neb., on the thirty-seventh ballot John M. Thurston was made
the Republican caucus nominee for
United States Senator. ' This in urea
him sixty-two votes to the Legislature,

MIUAL SUE

TOLEDO, O.

Testimonialssent free. Sold by Druggists.

j

AM

CO.,

DIQKfTBD.

c

i

CHENEY &

F. J.

--

eonas of tnktructionin

loon my appetitecam

Thurston Is Choven.

TRY THE CURE.

_

that takes it.”

J. A. Johnson, Medina, N. Y., says:

are used la the

back, I ate heartilywith -- « „
ent distress,gained two
pounds a week. I took 8 Dottlesof Hood's Sarsaparillaand never felt better In my life. To-

traina to bring people to see tfie punishment of a fiend for an unparalleled
erlme, and when the news of the burntog went over tfie country like wildfire
at every country town anvils boomed
forth the announcement.Qov. Hogg
telegraphed the officials at Lamar to
protect the negro. Henry Smith, from
mob violence,and after hearing ot
Bmlth'a fate wired them to take the
names of the parties principallyconcerned to the affair for prosecution.

LD

sorbed effectually

__

It's

E. B. Walthall & Co., Druggists, Horse

a POT OF DB. 0. P. BSOWS’B

CREAM BALM
II

ly, snd lost 23 pounds.

Every train that came in was loaded
to Its utmost capacity, and there were
demands at many points tor special

Cat lRRH

BEST POLISH

*

a sure cure.”
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ab-

It

FoijlM' I'Sick

DELAY

th.

wife of catarrh fifteen

years ago and she has had no return of

LAKE’S HEDICIKE

V O V-

be

my

!

COUGH

noitrllswill

is

wonderful.”

every
are

KY.

when appliedInto

life.”

Conductor E. D. Loomis, Detroit, Mich.,

Catarrh Cure cured

cure H promptly for any one who get with thousands of people from Hope
A sluggard Is a fellow who takes the
to Paris demanding his life? He was
wkhes to try It Do not accept any willing to be shot and wanted Marshal hardest way to have an easy time.
substitute.
Bhanklln, of Paris, to shoot him. He
and writhed In bodily and menCALIFORNIA FIO SYRUP CO. pleaded
tal pain in anticipation. Scarcely had
BAN FRANCISCO, CAL
the train reached Paris than this torture
10UI8VILLE,
HEW ntt, H.t.
commenced. His clothes were torn off Tint I had pains In my back snd chest, then
faint feelingat the stomach, snd when I would
piecemeal and scattered In the crowd,
eat, the flnt taste would
people catching tho shredfi and putting
make me deathly slok. Of
them away as mementos. The child’s
eonrse, I ran down rapidfather, her brother and two uncles then

ELrs

my

“Hall’s Catarrh Cure saved

last

i

DON r

H. Griffin, Jackson, Michigan, writes:

Catarrh Cure cured me.”

:

DO

little girl.”

‘‘Sufferedwith Catarrh for fifteen years, Haft's

3^

Ttt:,&To»TOii,ast

cured my

W.

'PLEASANT

_

How many

Thursday grabbed
up the little girl and committedthe as- DOluS KOOa OI IUUIKCBLIUU,uuiuubuchb, huumuj
sault, then tore the qjrild limb from complaint, rheumatism,nervousness, and debility. By tb® Bitters they are cured when
limb. The father la prostrated with many remedies fall
‘ le7 ££
mother r iles at death’s
Modern education too often covers
many excellent qualities commend it 5oori but she lived to see the slayer of
to all and Have made it the most her innocent babe suffer the most hor- the Angers with rings, snd at the same
time cuts the sinews at the wrists.—
rible death that could be conceived.
popular remedy known.
The negro for a long time after start- Sterling.
Byrop of figs Is for isle in 60o Ing on the journey to Paris did not realOOUGHB.AND HOARSENESS.— The trrl
S J)V
_ ize his plight. At last when told he
and II bottles
b: til leading
tatlon which Induces coughing immediately
fists. Any reliable^drupiit who must die by slow torturehe begged for relieved by use of “Bruwn'i Bronchial
may not have it on handwill pro- protection. What protection could he Trocha." Sold only In boxes.
for

ly

the heart, whlon there was little doubt,
Tux glorified spirit of the Infant Is as
as the verdict held, had been fatally a star to guide the mother to its own
supplementedin their Influence by the blissful dime.— Sigourney.
smoking habit referred to. This, of
course, Is an extreme example. It is
also, however, after all, only the strongly colored illustrationof effects upon
health which ore daily realized in thousands of instances. . The pipe or cigar
Is nothing less tuan dangerous when it
ministers to the unboundedwhims and
cravings of every heedless urchin.
Oiearly there is need of some controlling power here, for the parent, in certain classes, is almost as ignorant of
consequencesand, probably, often quite
as apathetic as his boy.
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OPPOSED TO EXTREMES

Growing D»nger of loo Mach
In American Collogoa.
There is a disposition smong -Americans to go to eawse in everythingthey
undertake. A generation ago athletic
•ports were almost unknown afad the
wise men predicted the extinctionof the
American. Now we have swung to the
other extreme,.and athletic sports are
.

payings
hank
ivlngs
hank he
evening
----o -----ocuniK was a failure,
laiiuic, on
uu account
<u.luuuu of
ui
Boro, to Mr. and Mrs. (Jed. A. Farr, the weather, the only attendants being
Monday, a daughter. $
a sleigh load from Holland, who in
Rev. L. M. S Smith guieUy cele- spite of the firewater aboard were
ated his
his 85th* anniversaryWednes- nearly frozen on their arrival. If
hrated
those parties cannot come out here
day.
H. C. Akeley of Minneapolis,for- without bringing a whole grogshop all the rago/ especially among eollego
better stay at home.
merty of this city, is traveling through Hong,
students. It seefis to the Attbona fPa.)
We have no use for them out here.
Tribune that many students are now
, The city has made its deposit of
devoting more attention to the developCoopersville.
815,000 for the new court house with
ment of muscle than to the accumulaFrom tbs Observer.
the county clerk.
tion of laiowledgeiv The situationis a
Miss
Minnie
Flietstra, formerly of
The new glass factory is turning out
perplexing one to the Authoritiesof the
this place, is studying stenography at
some splendid work and has a large
colleges,and they are now endeavoring
Grand Rapids.
number of orders. to discover a method whereby students
Mr. Roswell Lillie has returned from
I. H. Sanford returned from Lansing
can be persuadedto take* exercise modon Wednesday afternoon and will be a Wesson, Miss., having sold out his erately.There is need for action of
business
at
that
place.
He
is
looking
resident of Grand Haven henceforth.
this sort. Too much athleticism is even
exceedinglywell.
Jerry Boynton is expected to arrive
more dangerousthan too little. There
A
lady
at
Bass
River
contributes
the
on the first through train over his new
following: “Would it not be well to is danger in overtraining of the body.
railroad by April 1st. Let him come.
build the new court house at the coun- All the noted athletes have either died
The lumber product in the Grand ty seat, instead of Grand Haven? young or broken down before they
Haven and Spring Lake district in Potts & Conger’s history of Ottawa reached middle life. Nature does not
J892 was 800,000 feet. In 1891 the outCounty, page 370. says: ‘About 1810 take kindly to either extreme, physical
put was 2.600,000feet.
the county commissioners located the or intellectualdevelopment,and those
Dr. Wifjiam Reus is suggested as a county seat at Warren City, and never who press hef too far must pay the penproper person to take the fob Of Marine removed it.’” Warren City is now alty. We may well rejoice that the
Hospital surgeon, now held by Dr. known as Bass River.
day has vanished when a pale face, dull
Walkley, providedGrover is willing.
Ottawa Lodge No. 122, F. & A. M., eyes and a weak chest were the signs
The entire jury at the last sessionof which has been granted permission by of knowledge,but we will do well to
the Circuit court were made converts the Grand Lodge to move from Eastguard against the other extreme which
for the new court house. They were manvilleto Coopersville, is the oldest
regards physical culture as the most
_
A _
almost frozen even with their overcoats
important
thing In life. The young
on while sitting up in the Jury’s corner
, _ une 6,
people who attend our institutionsof
at the last term or court.
____________ ite organization
learning should be encouraged to take
Several years ago the Wiley Water Eastmanville was one of the most
Works Co., of this city, proceeded by thriving villagesin the interior of the plenty of physical exercise;their inclininjnnctioii against the extension of county, and the spot where Coopers- ation toward outdoor games should not
the city water works upon the ground ville now stands was next to a howling be frowned upon, but they should be
held to moderation and to such a wise
that they held a franchise for furnish- wilderness.
ing the city its total supply of water.
Coopersville may yet have another division of their time as will enabhsSuit was commenced In the U. S. dis- railroad.A letter has been received them to devote proper attention to their
trict court at Grand Rapids and from a gentleman by the name of O. studies.
thrown out on the ground that the P. M. Huffman, a railroad contractor
THE MARRIED FLIRT.
court had no jurisdiction. The Wiley and builder of Chicago. He describes
people appealed their case to the U. S. the contemplated road from Manistee Society Hus the Power to Check Her
Supreme Court. The city prepared to Lowell, 120 miles, with a branch
Dangrroaa Social Success.
their record and sent Mark Norris, of from Fremont to Grand Rapids, 45
The relegation of the married flirt to
Grand Rapids, to Washington, when miles, via Bridgeton, Ravenna and
the Wiley Co. quietly withdrew the Coopersville, also a branch from near her proper sphere and duties is beyond
suit. The water works question will Ferry. Oceana county, through to the power of any single individual.
now in all probability be confinedto Grand Haven, 40 miles. Mr. Huffman Society could make the necessary protest, but It does not, for, according to
the state courts and city elections.
says “it will be necessary for each city
The steamer Roanoke, which was or village on the line of the proposed the North American Review, if society
beached south of the piers last week, road to subscribe a certain amount of is anything, it is noninterfering.It
in attempting to make the harbor, was stock The success of this movement looks well to it, that the outside, the
successfully relieved from her perilous will depend on how the cities and vil- general public appearanceof its memposition Sunday, by unloading a part lages along the line take hold of the bers, is respectable; with faults not
of her cargo on a large scow, thereby matter. If they hang back, or less found out it does not trouble itself. A
enabling the tug Crosby to pull heroff than $125,000 of stock is taken on the charge must be definitelymade before
the beach and tow her inside the piers. entire system by March 1, the matter it feels any necessityto take cognizance
The accident was a peculiar one. The will be dropped.”
of it; and society knows well that these
boat had just got her nose in between
married sirens draw like magnets. Bethe piers when the steam pipe broke
Allegan.
sides, each entertainer declares: “I am
.and her machinery became useless.
Mrs. D. J. Arnold, the wife of the not ray sister’s keeper, nor am I her inShe veered around, struck the pier and late Judge Arnold, died at 5 o'clock
swung clear around the end of it. The Wednesday afternoon of pneumonia. quisitor or confessor.If her husband
tolerates the pretty woman’s vagaries
ice formed around her rapidly and in
Chicken-pox have appeared in Fenn- what right luive I, what right has anyhalf an hour the crew walked ashore.
ville, and it had this effect that they
Our Mayor has got himself into will a have series of revival meetings one, io say a word about her?” But it
is a fact, that if society frowned on
:
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‘•print,” the other day, in a controver-

with deputy fish warden G. W.Sherwood, and as usual Mayor Kirby comes
out ahead, as is admit ted even by the
deputy warden himself, in a note to
the Detroit Free Press: “I am something of a liar myself, and withal,
.quite a fisherman;butGrand Haven’s
Mayor T. W. Kirby, in a letter published recently, takes the cake. He
sy

says that for the last eight or ten years
he has helped plant from ten to twenty carloads of whiteflsh fry each season on the east shore of Lake Michigan,
in the vicinity of Grand Haven, and
that because he, with four steam tugs,
caught only thirty poundsof whiteflsh
last season, thereforethe planting of
whiteflsh fry must be a complete fail-

ure. But to resume— ten to twenty
carloads! Give

us a rest.”

FlKt

The

Barn to Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Vereeke,
Monday, a girl.
John Kamps made a business trip to
Grand Rapids Thursday.
W. Katte, a bachelor, 75 years old.
died Wednesday, of dropsy. An aged
brother survives him.
Dirk Top of this village died
Wednesday of consumption, leaving a
wife and live children in destitute
circumstances.

Lucy Bromadia, a young lady of
eighteen, residing at Vriesland, who

The Best TIL

_

there.

wives

The Saugatuck hotel

is

doing a good

who arrogate to

iCSi ff J

Bosnian Brothers are the leading clothiers in Ottawa County. Have you ever tried
them on a suit made to order? Bound to please..:
'

Made Clothing

Large Stock of Ready

Boys.
Hats, Gaps, and Gants'l urnisniog Goods

Bosnian Brothers.

themselves the

young girls and wives,
business tnis winter.
the custom would become stale and ofC. J.DeRooand W. H. Beach, of fensive.If it would cease to rtcognize
Holland, were in town last Thursday young married women who. are on ^he
for the purpose of inspectingthe new
terms with, their husbands described by
steamer being built for the HollandMillamentin “The Way of the World”
Chicago TransportationCo. She will
—‘‘as strange as If they had been marIS
probably be ready for launching some
ried a long time, and as well bred as if
time in March.--Commerciah
they had neverjaegn married (at all,”
A. H. Adams of Otsego had a minnie.
young
marriefl wbmen would behave
ball removed from his shoulder last
Saturday by Dr. Hanson of Kalamazoo, themselves ^ better. It is generally
that was sent there by a Confederate thought that Mr." Congreve wrote his
sharpshooter in 1862 at Stone River. plays for a very dissolute age; in realiHe will have it mounted in gold and ty, they seem to have been written for
wear it as a watch charm.
a decorous, rather straight-laced genCornelius Boven, who has been laid eration,if we compare it with our own.
LATELY IN CHARGE
‘
upsincothe Democratic blow-out at
Life la the Saharn.
Holland with a broken leg. is attendExplorationis improving the popuing school again.
The next county fair will open on lar knowledge of the Sabana Instead
of being largely below the sea, the
Tuesday Sept. 26.
greater part of it is from six thousand
The bouse of Charles T. Havwood,
four miles southeast of Wayland, to eight thousand feet above that level; I will continue the Business at the Old Stand, on River
burned to the ground early Saturday iastead of being rainless, showers make
’ Street, north of the new Bank Block, up stairs.
morning. Mrs. Haywood was helping it bloom and cover it with green grass
her husband carrying out household for a few weeks every year; large flocks
goods and on her last trip went up and herds are maintainedupon Its borWarranted to give satisfaction.
stairs. Here she was suffocated by the ders; the oases are depressions where
smoke. Her husband went to her water can be collected and stored,and
All
guaranteed.
assistance, but owing to the flames are villainouslyunhealthy in hot
was forced back and compelled to weather because of this stagnant water
oooooooooooooooo
leave his wife to perish. Portion of and the filthy habits of the inhabitants;
her charred remains were found in the flies, scorpions and frightfullyhigh temruins-.
perature ate the principal drawbacks to
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travel or life in the great desert.

The Straucer'aSheaf.
' An old custom still prevails m the
western parts of France during the harvest season. On the edge of a field bordering the highway a sheaf of grain is
left standing, to which all the peasants
of the village contribute, and which is
called “the stranger’s sheaf,” as it is
the property of the first tramp or othef
homeless wayfarer who may care to
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For Sale by G. J. Van Duren Eighth
Street, Holland, Micb.
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Holland and vicinity
come and see our new line of

respectfully invite the Ladies of
to

WINTER MILLINERY.
We

sell all

our Trimihed^Goods at Great Reductions.

New Goods

njakli*

Bread

At this
costing

((INTER MILLINERy.

Constantly Received.

TbtOWLY
YEAST CELERY SEED buh^

_

;
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HOLLAND MICH.
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ty ALL SIZES AND STYLES.

Sillett’s

/'t

WHY

work

, «

uOvd

Men and

for

privilege both of

Mra.rWm. Derak ”if DnndPWm. De Free Jl'',;11 EmTOB^-Some o*^,r ^op'e
went to Grand Rapids Thursday even- ,la(,tPeen consideringthe matter of
• lug to hear the Temple quartet. erecting a creamery on the co-operative
t «na
.
plan, but nothing had as vet been acdrK.hteu?f
complished. However, on Monday,
diph; January 30th last, a solicitorof the
Wm hrmurio
?!onda} a.mi Arm of Davis & Rankin, of Chicago,
burial °UK^t t0 Vr 3 a d b> r°ad for vislted our place, and a meeting was
burial.
had that same night.
Mrs. G. Wabeke died Sunday mornThis Arm manufactures and erects
ing, after a brief illness, at her home creamerieson the centrifugal separa- carry it away and profit by ite
in this village, of hemorrhageof the tion system, that Is, the milk is
wn?s‘
funeral took place brought to the factory, the cream is
Wednesdav, Rev. Dr. N. M. Steffensseparatedfrom the milk by a machine
?5_“°”®nd officiating. Mrs. Wabeke that makes 6,500 revolutions a minute
leaves a husband, one son and three and the skimmed milk is taken home
daughters.
by the farmers and can be fed to the
calves add pigs. By this system, it is
claimed, you can churn from one hunOlive.
dred pounds of milk 25 per cent, more
Reuben Tasker of Holland is out butter than by ordinary setting.
At this meeting a committee was
here this week, breaking colts.
Though the rains and thaws of late appointed to investigatethe operahave settled the snow somewhat, there tions and results of creameriesin Illinois and Indiana. The committee
is still plenty of it and more coming.
started on Wednesday oflast week for
Mrs. Oliver Northrop was called to
Chicago, and then took the tnfin that
Grand Rapids suddenly,last Monday, night for Aurora, and the next mornby the serious illness of a grandchild. ing for Batavia, 111. They arrived in
The child is reported better, later. time
WIUJC to
w see the factory being
ue.ngopei
operated,
- fchat
People from Bass River, Allendale, and to talk with -the -----farmers
Robinson and Ottawa Station were at -patronize
the same,
-----------— and they
vuw all
„„ were
the closing meeting, at the
well satisfiedwith results.
Sunday evening, in spite of the storm.
This factory manufacturedin 1891,
Rev. Heywood expects to begin a from 1,000 cows, 293,112 pounds of butteries of -meetingsat Ottawa Station ter, and the net proceeds from the
next Sunday evening, and asks the butter sold amounted to $63,921.83,acprayers of afl good people for success cording to their books.
at that point.
_ Next the committee visited Lowell,
Two more have been added to the Ind., ahd found the patrons well
____ _
the _____
results there,
number of inhabiUnU of Olive, since pleased with the
our last report— a son to Louis and
Grace Wilson, and a daughter to ClarThe committeemade a report last
ence and Mary Northrop. All were
Saturday night, and a subscription list
doing well at last report
for stock was storied with a view of
The remains of A. J. Dunham came erecting a factory here of about $4,600,
here from Grand Rapids a few days on the cooperativeplan. Each memsince, and- were interred in the cemeber of the committee subscribed$100
tery, beside his wife, who died about
stock. The committeeconsists of
five years ago. The deceased kept a
****** _ _ j _ in
"
E. Van der
years ago at Grandville.
Wall, H. De Kleine and [enry Boecb,
The three weeks’ meeting at the and they are now pushing the matter.
Centre closed Sunday evening, and as Before
are long I presume the stock will
pereons were taken in- be
" all subscribed, and operations
foil for
to the Methodist church, on probation, gun. ,
February Fashion Plate* at
Wd five others have annouaced their Jamestown, Feb. 6, 1893.
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Dear Bir: For tea veers mv wife has been e • offererfrom
Nervous Heedeobe. flsve tried nameteu headache
hn
wren* ifftof*
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Corned Beef, Salt Pork,
-at the

HEADACHE

Woj.

Pork, Beef, Veal,
Steaks, Roasts,
Sausages,

»

MA

v

druggist,
us whet
i sad we. fUisend you e
e

IRipids, Mlob.

ma

Sausage Meats of all kinds
fresh

made.
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ECONOMY
Beef, Pork, and. Veal,
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Special Rates
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